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ABSTRACT
This thesis uses and develops methods of equivariant b ifurcation 
theory in the context o f 0(2 ) equivariant steady-state and Hopf 
mode interactions in  circumstances where both two and three modes 
in te ra c t. The general actions o f the 0(2 ) orthogonal group are 
applied to these mode in te ractions and as an i llu s t ra t io n  the 0(2) 
equivariant steady-state/Hoof/Hopf mode interaction i s  placed in  the 
context of the Taylor-Couette system.
CHAPTER 0 .
Introduction.
§0 .0 . Equivariant B ifu rca t io n  Theory.
The e x p lic it  use o f group theory to organise the ana lys is  of 
b ifurcations in a dynamical system with given symmetry, has provided a 
well grounded framework in  which the consequences of symmetry can be 
discussed. This framework, usua lly  referred to as Equivariant B ifurcation 
Theory, has been developed by a number o f authors c . f .  Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer (1984), Satting er (1983), G o lubitsky, Schaeffer and Stewart 
(1988).
At the heart of E q u iva rian t B ifurcation Theory is  "spontaneous symmetry 
breaking" whereby a new branch o f solutions in h e rits  some subgroup o f 
syim etries of the o rig ina l branch. The theory analyses th is  phenomenon 
when the symmetry group i s  a compact Lie  group acting l in e a r ly  on a system 
of d iffe re n tia l equations w ith  distinguished b ifurcation parameter.
In p a rticu la r , we consider a compact L ie  group r and system of ODE 
i  ♦ g (x .x ) - o ( l )
where g : Rn x K p -► lRn is  a smooth mapping, x e F p the distinguished 
b ifurcation parameters, and r  > acting l in e a r ly  on F n ,  commutes with g ,
y9(x . x ) - g (yX ,x ) v Y « r  . (2 )
With the assumptions that
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9 (0 ,XQ) « 0
and the l in e a r iz a t io n  L = (Dg)n
o ,X 0
a x is , the loss o f s ta b il i t y  fo r the 
guaranteed.
has eigenvalues on the imaginary 
steady-state solution x = 0 is
The r-equivariance, condition (2 ) ,  allows us to c la s s if y  new branches 
o f solutions b ifu rca tin g  from x = 0 ,  as fo llo w s. A point x has isotropy 
subgroup
I x = {y £ r  | yx = x} (3)
which gives p re c ise ly  the symmetries o f a solution x . Associated with 
the isotropy subgroup is  the fixe d  point subspace
F ix ( l )  ■ 1/ i  J "  | , J  = J  V , , 1 ) .  (« )
so that a so lu tion  to (1) ly in g  in  F ix (z )  and not contained in  any smaller 
fixed point subspace has iso tropy z . In fa c t we see that any point lying 
in the o rb it o f a point x , i . e .  r* x  ,  w il l  have isotropy contained in 
some conjugate o f zx . S t r ic t ly  speaking, since we consider o rb it  
representations o f so lu tion s, we c la s s if y  solutions by conjugacy c la sses . 
Before introducing some of the tools o f equivariant b ifurcation theory - 
made ava ilab le  by the presence o f a compact group o f symmetries - l e t  us 
introduce the c la s s  o f b ifu rcation  problem we study.
In any dynamical system the most straightforward way a degeneracy 
can occur is  in  the lin e a r terms in  the b ifurcation equations. This occurs 
p rec ise ly  when the lin e a riza tio n  L s a t is f ie s  the above assumptions. In
p a rt ic u la r , i f  the eigenvalues are zero we have steady-state b ifu rcation s, 
and i f  pure ly  imaginary, Hopf b ifu rcation s. Currently the eigenspaces 
associated with these eigenvalues, or the corresponding lin ea rized  eigen­
functions, are referred to as modes. As a number o f branches go unstable 
simultaneously there i s  often a coupling o f the modes, v ia  the non-linear 
terms, g iv ing  rise  to complicated behaviour. I t  is  these so ca lled  mode 
in te ra c tio n s , in a dynamical system with 0 (2 ) symmetry, which concern us. 
In p a rt ic u la r  we study 0 (2 ) symmetric steady-state/Hopf and steady-state/ 
Hopf/Hopf in te ractions .
The fundamental complication introduced by symmetry is  that eigenvalues 
of L need not be simple. D iffe ren tia ting  (2 ) gives
yL « Ly V Y « r (6)
and i t  fo llo w s from (6) that the eigenspaces of L are r- in  vari ant sub­
spaces. T y p ic a lly  these subspaces are irreducib le  representations so that 
corresponding to each representation there w i l l  be a type o f steady-state 
and a type o f Hopf b ifu rca tio n , c . f .  Golubitsky, Schaeffer and Stewart 
(1988).
When r  *  0(2) i t  i s  well known that the irreducib le  representations 
are one or two dimensional-corresponding to single or double eigenvalues. 
0(2) mode interactions a re , therefo re , obtained by considering d irec t sums 
o f such irre d u c ib le s . In varying contexts much is  already known about two 
mode in te ra c t io n s , c . f .  Dangelmayr and Armbruster (1986), Guckenheimer 
(1986), Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1986), Golubitsky and Stewart (1986) and
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Chossat (1985). However, s t i l l  to be considered is  the non-standard 
action fo r  steady-state/Hopf interaction with double-zero and double 
imaginary eigenvalues ± wi and also a l l  types o f three-mode in te ractions . 
However, as stated above, we re s t r ic t  our attention in the three mode case 
to the study of the steady-state/Hoof/Hopf in te raction  where we assure the 
eigenvalues 0 ,  ±w^ i ,  and tu^i are each double.
In the study of the three mode case we make two assumptions:
(a )  ^ 0 fo r any p a ir (n ^ n .)  ,
(7)
(b ) the vector f ie ld  g in  (1 ) is  in  B irkho ff normal form.
( 7 ) (a ) i s  the standard assumption that the modes are non-resonant, c . f .  
Takens (1974). The assumption of B irkhoff normal form introduces toroidal 
symmetry and allows us to compute the o rb ita l asymptotic s ta b il i t ie s  of 
solution types. Although th is  is  a re s tr ic t io n  on the dynamic behaviour 
under consideration as w i l l  be seen in  S2 there is  s t i l l  'plenty* going 
on.
In the study o f steady-state/Hopf in te raction  i t  i s  possible to use a 
L1apunov-Schmidt reduction and although assuming B irkho ff normal form to 
a l l  orders would allow us to compute s t a b il i t ie s  e xa c t ly , i t  remains possible 
to estimate the s t a b il i t ie s  without th is  assumption, c . f .  Stewart (1988).
»0 .1 . Action o f 0(2) » T° .
As suggested above, 1 f  a vector f ie ld ,  with lin e a r part L having 
purely imaginary e igenvalues, 1s in B irkho ff normal form, then 1t has 
to ro idal symmetry. This is  now standard in the lite ra tu re  c . f .  Golubitsky
- 5 -
and Stewart (1985) and Chossat, Golubitsky and K ey fitz  (1986). Before 
stating  these re su lts  we introduce some of the nomenclature.
Suppose X 1s a r- in v a ria n t vector f ie ld  whose lin e a r  part l  has 
eigenvalues 0 , ±u>.,i , . . . ,  ±u>ki i . e . we assume an equivariant 
centre manifo ld  reduction has been performed (or 1 f k « 1 a Liapunov- 
Schmidt reduction can be performed in stead ).
D efin ition 1. A representation o f a group r  on a vector space V is  
said to be absolutely irre d u cib le  i f  the only lin e a r mappings on V 
comnuting with L are s c a la r  m ultiples o f the id e n tity , c . f .  Golubitsky, 
Schaeffer and Stewart (1988).
D efin ition 2. The eigenvalues are non-resonant i f
» ) »]«•, aku.k ¿ 0  V a^  c 0 ( 1 » e )
and r-simple i f
bX1') the re a l eigenspace Wj corresponding to  ±Wj i  can be w ritte n  
Wj » vj  •  V j where
r  acts abso lu tely irredu cib ly  on
or (11) r acts irre d u c ib ly  but not absolutely irre d u cib ly  on .
Under the assumption o f r-s im p lic ity  a lin e a r  change o f coordinates gives
l  ■ r  v .  '
.  v




m = dim W,'0
The assumption of non-resonance gives the following to ra l action.
describes the standard Tn toral action extended to Wg 9 ____ ® Wk •
Let Hn be the l in e a r  space o f vector fie ld s  whose co e ffic ien ts  are 
homogeneous polynomials o f degree n . Let ad L (Y ) ■ [L .Y ]  denote the
Lie bracket operation and le t  G be a complement fo r L(H ) in  H
n n' n '
In p a rt ic u la r le t
Then we have the fo llow ing :
Theorem 1 . Let X be a r- inva rian t vector f ie ld  whose lin ea r part L 
has purely imaginary, r-sim ple non-resonant eigenvalues. Then by a 
vector f ie ld  change o f coordinates X can be put in  the normal form
Let *  » (* .
where
CJ * C0,*J 'nj '
;s1n*J 'nj «**j »„J.
fo r j  » 1 ,k .
G„ - (Y ,  H„ ; (Re) .  Y - Y Y * ,  Tk ) (3)
L * ...............*  YN *
- 7 -
where RN+1 is  r - in v a r ia n t and vanishes through order N , and 
Yn € Gn n Hn( r )  where V r > “ {Y « Hn : Y .< r- in va rian t) . 
Proof See Golubitsky and Stewart (1985).
A general 
. . . .  # WL
r  * Tk diagonal action may now be defined on 
by
where
T(“o....... V i  .........V V
■ ! i* o ..........T ,1,TW1............TVk’T"k^ r  « r  « Tk
(Vj.wf) « Mf • V, * Vf .
(<)





using the obvious id e n t if ic a t io n . We apply the resu lting  0(2 ) * Tk 
action in  f l  and s2.
Note: As previously remarked the resu lting  standard 0(2) action ,
4 * m ■ 1 has been studied by Golubitsky and Stewart (1985). The 0(2) 
action given by l  + m has not.
§0.2 In va rian t Theory.
Obtaining a precise description o f the r-equivariant mappings,
^  -*■ is  made possible by the assumption that r is  compact, allowing 
us to e xp lo it some standard in va rian t theory. We state the resu lts  for 
r-equivariant smooth germs o f maps (Fn ,0 ) •* (Fn ,0 ) and bear in  mind 
that id e n tify in g  F 2 with C as in  §0 .2  allows us to work with a group 
action more convenient fo r the ca lcu la tio n s . We begin with some notation, 
c . f .  Go lubitsky, Schaeffer and Stewart (1988).
Recall from §0.0 that a r-equi varian t mapping g: F n -*■ F n sa t is f ie s
y9(x) • g(yx) » y « r .  (l)
S im ila r ly  a r- in v a ria n t function f  : F n -*■ F  s a t is f ie s
f(yx) ■ f(x) V y « r . (2)
We write  E ( r )  fo r the set o f a l l  smooth map-germs at 0 g : F n -*■ F n 
which s a t is fy  ( 1 ) ,  and E (r )  fo r the set o f a l l  smooth function-germs 
a t  0 sa t is fy in g  (2 ) . Observe that E ( r )  forms a module over the ring 
E ( r )  . S im ila r ly , write P (r )  fo r the module o f r-equ1variant poly­
nomial mappings F n -*• F n and P (r )  fo r the ring  of r- in v a ria n t poly­
nomials F n -+F . The central re su lt  i s  the fo llow ing , due to Weyl (1946).
Theorem 1 (Hilbert-W eyl Theorem) Let r  be a compact L ie  group acting 
on F n . Then the ring P (r )  i s  f in i t e ly  generated.
Notes: (1 ) The generating set 1s often referred  to as a H ilb e rt basis 
and we sh a ll sometimes adopt th is  terminology.
(2 ) The basis may contain re la t io n s , as i s , f o r  example the 
case fo r  0(2 ) * T*1 acting on I 2™41 .
(3 ) We may, of course, replace F n by a general vector space.
There are two other essentia l theorems due to Schwarz (1975) and 
Poenaru (1976). In each we le t  r  be a compact Lie-group acting on R n
Theorem 2 (Schwarz) Every function-germ in  E ( r )  may be expressed 
as a function-germ of the H ilbert basis o f P (r )  .
Theorem 3 (Poenaru) I f  gQ gm generate 'P (r) over P (r)
then gQ . . . .  gm generate E (r )  over E ( r )  .
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CHAPTER 1 .
The 0 (2 ) equivariant steady-state/Hopf mode in te rac tio n .
5 l-°- Background Results fo r the steady-state/Hopf in te rac tio n .
Studies o f the 0(2) steady-state Hopf mode in te rac tio n , as 
previously remarked, have been performed in  varying contexts. However, 
i t  s t i l l  remains to consider a non-standard action fo r the above mode 
in te raction  with double zero and imaginary eigenvalues ± ui  . Results 
o f Golubitsky and Stewart (1985), (1986) in  reducing the vector f ie ld  
under consideration by the Liapunov-Schmidt method, allow us to state 
the general form of the 0 (2 ) » S1 b ifu rcation  problem studied here.
As in  §0 consider a system of O .D .E .i
x ♦ g (x ,x ) -  0 (1 )
where x c ]Rm , X e F  is  a b ifurcation parameter and g : F n * F  -  { s 
a smooth mapping. Suppose also that
g(-rx.x) -  yg (x ,x ) V Y < 0(2 ) (2)
-  11
i . e .  g commutes with the action of 0 (2 ) . The assumption that 
(**9)(0 ,0) has 2ero or Purely imaginary eigenvalues allows us to put 
the vector f ie ld  g (here we id e n tify  lin e a r vector f ie ld s  with a 
lin e a r  system of O .D .E .) into B irkho ff normal ¿m*.In other words we may 
assume g conmutes with 0(2) * to any f in i te  order. Assuming the 
stronger condition that g conmutes with 0(2 ) * S1 to a ]2  orders 
we have the following:
Theorem 1 Let <f> : * IR^  -♦ be the Liapunov-Schmidt reduced mapping
so that zeros o f $ are in  1-1 correspondence with periodic solutions 
of (1 ) of period near 2n/|w| then
♦(z.x.T) - h(z,x) - 1(l+T)z*
where h : * F  -*• commutes with 0 (2 )  * ,  t is  the perturbed
period parameter, and z*  * ( O ^ ^ ) ,  the zero coordinate corresponding 
to the eigenspace of the zero eigenvalue.
Proof A fter a change of coordinates the above follows from Proposition 
4 .3 , Golubitsky and Stewart (1986).
The assumption o f B irkho ff normal form to a l l  orders allows us to put 
♦ in  exactly  the above form and allows us to compute p rec ise ly  the 
s t a b i l i t ie s  of periodic branches associated with the zeros of (1 ) .
Begin by le tt in g  ( i^,Aq, tq) be a so lution to $ * 0 . Assume h 
commutes with 0 (2 ) x to a l l  orders so that $ takes the above form. 
Proposition 8.1 of Golubitsky and Stewart (1986) shows that fo r a 
periodic solution
“ <*) ■ 0 .» ) . u„ . ( 1.* )  c 0 ( 2 ) .  S1 ( 3 )
-  12 -
with isotropy r  ,  there are associated with the so lution at le a s t d • 6 
zero eigenvalues.
Theorem 2 Assuming h is  in  normal form, then the periodic solution 
u (* ) 'S  o rb ita lly  asym ptotically stab le  I f  6-d  ^ eigenvalues of 
^ ^ (hg .Xg .tg ) that a^  not forced by the group action to be aero,
have positive re a l Pa r« -  The so lu tion  is  unstable i f  one of these has 
negative real part.
Proof See Golubitsky and Stewart (1985).
As remarked e a r lie r  i t  is  not necessary to assume B irkhoff normal 
form to a l l  orders in  the computation o f s t a b il i t ie s .  However, 1n some 
systems there e x is t  physical symmetries ide n tif iab le  with S1 which 
imply - as long as a centre manifold reduction can be performed - fh«f h 
may be put in  th is form without lo ss o f genera lity . Such an example is  
the Taylor-Couette system, see S3.
F in a lly , performing a Liapunov-Schmidt reduction resu lts  in  general 
conditions. Let the complex conjugate eigenvalues *f(dg)Q x be 
o (x ) s i * ( x )  • where o(0) ,  $ (0 ) ■ 1 and o '(0 ) t  0 - transversal 
In te rsectio n . Let q ( ^ . i , . i j . l . t )  be the 0(2) .  s ’ -equivarlant 
complex Liapunov-Schmidt reduced b ifu rcation  problem then, w riting  
G « + 1G^  we have
(1 ) g' ( 0) •  0 .  Gz (0 ) - 0
( K )  6 ,(0 ,. . .O .t )  • 0 , s f ( 0 . . .  , t )  " -1 (4 )
(111) G^O.O) .  o '(0 )  .
dim 1
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This follows from Proposition 4 .2  Golubitsky and Stewart (1985).
§1.1 Isotropy Subgroups and Fixed Point Subspaces of 0(2) « S1 .
Following the discussion in  50.3 of 0(2) * Tn acting on 
Œ ® H2n we may w rite  the action o f 0(2) * S1 on Œ ® Œ2 as
TABLE 1
zo Z1 Z2
K « 0(2) 20 Z2 zi
e « 0(2) *u % «,M Z,
♦ « S1 zo *1*z , « '%
We now proceed to find the isotropy subgroups fo r the above action. 
In  doing th is  we d istinguish the following subgroups of 0(2 ) x .
(a ) Z(e,i|>) d iscrete  subgroup generated by ( e ) c 0(2 ) x S1
(b ) 2 ^(0,<>) d iscrete  subgroup generated by (ic.e.ii») e 0(2 ) * s 1
(c )  S(p,q) the continuous subgroup {(pe .qe) | e c S^ftr p,q e Q} .
I t  i s  also helpful to re ca ll that we re a lly  seek representatives from 
each conjugacy class o f isotropy subgroups as discussed in  50.1
With the above in  mind we l i s t  the isotropy subgroups and the 
corresponding la t t ic e  in  the fo llow ing two tab les.
14 -
Note that fo r the c y c lic  group 2 ^ 0 ,0 ) o f order 2 we use the 
shorthand 2  ^ and that we do not consider any t r iv ia l  action o f 0 (2 ) * S1 .
TABLE 2
Isotropy Subgroups and th e ir fixed  point subspaces.
z F ix  I dim F ix ( r )
0. 0( 2) - s ' (0)
1.
2.
2 c» I ( ^ . 0)« s '
£ even
S(l.-m )
1m(Z0) - Z, .  Z2 - 0
z0 - z2 .  0
1
2
3.* z ,  -  Z (ir.ir) 
m
z0 - o .  z , - z 2 2
4. Z^C* Z(ir,mir) 3 
£ even
Im(Z0 ) - 0 . Z, « Z2 3
5. 2^ (0 ,w)[* Z(iT,rmf)] 
£ even
Im(Z„) - 0 . Z, = -Z2 3
6. * < x  '" t 1) * > * .  ■ * 1 Z2 - 0 4
7(a) 2 (5  •*> zo - ° 4
(b) 2(w,imr)(£ even) s •  c2 6
Note that when m * 1 and £ is  even iso tropy subgroups 3 and 
4 coincide and, of course, have the same three-dimensional fixed  point 
subspace. T h is , in  fa c t , turns out to be a case o f p a rticu la r in te re s t . 
S im ila r ly , 7(a) and (b) coincide in  th is  case. T r iv ia l ly ,  from Table 2
- 15 -
we write down the la t t ic e  (o f conjugacy c la sses ) of isotropy subgroups 
of 0(2) * s 1 . We w rite  I 1 = Z(n,nm) and note that there are 
differences according to whether i  i s  even, d iv is ib le  by 4 and 
m = 1 , which are not shown in Table 3.
where arrows ind icate containment of one conjugacy c lass in  another.
I t  remains to v e r ify  Table 2. The sim plest way to do th is  i s  to 
pick 0(2 ) x s 1 o rb it  representatives and find  th e ir corresponding iso­
tropy subgroups. We assume any t r iv ia l  action i s  factored out, 1 .e . the 
kernel of the action is  factored out. F ir s t  we look fo r isotropy subgroups 
not containing the involution * . Considering the action o f elements in  
such isotropy subgroups e x p l ic it ly  we have
TABLE 3
L a ttice  o f isotropy subgroups o f 0(2 ) x s
0 ( 2 ) x S
I
- 16 -
By inspection we immediately have fo r I even the group element 
(*,mn) f ixe s  a l l  Z e d ® G2 and assuming (e ,* )  acts n o n -tr iv ia lly  
no more such elements e x is t  ,  verify in g  entry 7 (b ). Suppose ZQ f  0 
since k l  I  we may choose e ith e r Z] t  0 (Z? - 0) or Z? f  0 (Z , ■ 0)and 
weobtain entry 6 . Now, assuming If t i  we may rotate ZQ onto the real 
axis by e £ 0(2 ) M <}* S1 . Since we have above the only isotropy sub­
groups 2 s . t .  k i  2 and Zq f  0 in  F1x(2) we now seek isotropy 
subgroups containing < with fixed  point subspaces containing (elements 
with non-zero f i r s t  coordinate. Such isotropy subgroups w il l  contain 
elements of the form « .(e .V ') and, again , w riting  the action e x p lic it ly  
we have
< .(» .» ) (Z 0 .Z , , 2 j )  •  ( , - U e 20. , 1<"«**>Z2. <">-*>*,). (3)
I t  is  immediate that no such elements f i x  d i d 2 .
We now make the fo llow ing claim : I f  Z i s  fixed  by * . ( 6 , * )  then
Z « (0(2) X S1) . (X o .Z .iZ ) .  (4 ,
To prove th is  consider f i r s t  the group action on the second and th ird  
coordinates. (3) im plies
( . )  , 1("***>z2 - z ,
(b) .• '< M -*>Z, •  Z2 . * *
Combining (5 )(a ) and (b) gives e ^ *  ■ 1 which t e l l s  us that * ■ pw 
for some p c i .  We may now write  « .( e .e ) .Z  - (e~U 6 20 , ( - l  )pe i " eZ2 ,Z2)
17 -
and computing the action o f (-  f- .  - ™  + p .) gives ( e ’7 l6 20,z 2 , (
Since we have Zp < (0 (2 )\f« rJ) -XQ choose e' to obtain the re su lt .
To v e rify  e n trie s  1 , 3 . 4 and 5 in Table 2 we must check fo r 
conjugacies.
Proposition There e x is t  Y e 0 (2 ) \ { k ) x s 1
(a) t (0 .Z , .Z j ) ■ (o .z , . - z 2 )
(b) v (* 0 .Z .-Z ) = (Xq ,Z  Z) when e|4
( 6 )
Proof he note that fo r (6 ) (a )  T -  - f ) .  Letting y .  ( , . * )
in  (6 ) (b ) we have
(a ) e1le -  o .
(b) e1™ +1* .  1 .  (7)
(c )  e -im a*i* .  ,  _
Now (7 ) (a ) , (b) and (c ) imply there e x is t  p ,q ,r  C Z  such that
(a) *e = 2p-n ,
(b) me + \li •  2qu ,
(c ) -me + 1/7 * (2r+l )w
Combining (8 )(b) and (c ) gii
th is  by !B(a) gives
4m
£
-  (Z (q - r )- u
P
( 8 )





I t  is  immediate from (9 ) that (6 )(b) holds i f f  t | 4 .
F in a l ly  we check fo r  rem ain ina iso tro p y  subnrouDS not co n ta in in a  < 
SuDpose we have ZQ « 0 in  the elements o f  the f ix e d -o o in t  subsnace.
Noting that S(l,m ) = <S(l,-m)ic 1 we v e rify  entries 2 and 7 (a) in 
Table 2.
Remark In the case when tand m are odd, and in p a rt ic u la r  equal to 1 , 
we have (Xq ,X^,-X^) e (0 (2 ) * ) • (i Yq,X.| ,X .|) which, in  th is  coordinate
system, is  the o rb it representative chosen by Golubitsky and Stewart (1986). 
Also when i  is  even th is  i s  not a new o rb it representative and is  therefore 
not required.
§1.2 Computation of 0(2) Invariants and Equ ivarian ts.
We are concerned here with computing the 0(2 ) x S1 equivariant 
normal form fo r smooth (germs o f) maps G : C3 (t3 . As we have already 
seen these smooth equivariant maps form a module over the ring  o f smooth 
invarian t maps and the ring  has a f in ite  number o f generators so we 
begin with the following:
Proposition 1 The ring o f smooth 0(2) x in va rian t (germs o f) maps 
-»F i s  generated by:
N0 ‘  u0 • N1 * ul +u2 • ” 1 * ul u2 • °1 * Re(zo^ *z2 )n) 
02 - «1Im(zg(i.z2)r')
where u.. * z ^  ,  « ui ”u2
u = ( 2m t  odd and n ■ I odd
( m i  even i  even.
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Proof We prove the above fo r polynomial maps C3 -♦ F  
then fo llows by Schwartz(1975).
A polynomial mapping C3 -«-F has the form 
f(2 )  • £ Aab za; b 
in  multi-index notation.
Now consider the action o f 0 (2 )\ U }  x S1 on f :  ( 
that fo r invariance
f(v z )  - f ( z )  V y .  0 (2 ) .  S1 .
From (2 ) , by comparison o f c o e ff ic ie n ts ,
(a ) e c 0 (2 ) \ ( k } £(a0-bQ) + m ^-^-ag+bg) « 0
(b) *  « S1 al -bl +a2 'b2 = 0
Now generators for the ring  o f invarian ts correspond 
spanning set fo r integer solutions o f (3 ) in  (Z+)® . 
Combining (3 ) (a ) and (b) gives
(a ) ( t  odd) *(a0-bo) + 2m(a1-b1) - 0
(b) ( t  even) £  ( » o ' V  + m(al * bi ) • 0 •
Concentrating on (4 ) (a ) - noting the same argument w il l  
i  even - we have, since s. and m are assumed coprime
(• ) OO
«
(b) e .-b .
The re su lt
i1*







where j  c TL .
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Now j  - 0 gives V1 ■ (1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 )  ,  V? « (0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 )  ,  and 
v3 * (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 )  belonging to (E+)6 . When j  > 0 we nay write (5 ) (a )  and (b) as
(a ) (» ¿ ,0 ..............0) +SV,
, where s , t  e 2 + (6)
(b) tV , - (0,0,0,b-j ,0 ...........)
which provides us with a fu rthe r member of our spanning set 
(2 m j,0 ,0 ,£ j ,£ j ,0 )  but since j  > 0 ,  the minimum such element in  
(Z *)6 i s  V4 « (2m,0 ,0 ,£ .1 ,0 )  .
S im ila rly  fo r j  < 0 we obtain (0 ,- 2 m j,- £ j ,0 ,0 ,- £ j)  and since 
- j  > 0 we may divide through giving Vg = (0 ,2 m ,£ ,0 ,0 ,£ ) .
V1»V2»V3»V4 and V5 correspond to the in va rian ts  uo*ui * u2 *
Zom^ l z 2 ^  and ^ 1^2 *^ ' R®call1ng that we seek only the real 
invarian ts these become
V V “ 2 ,  .  Im (z|m( ( i 1z2 ) 't) .
Now f in a l ly  we consider the action o f k . C le a rly  we obtain the 
invarian ts NQ , N, ,  M, and 0 , and since fo r f ( z )  = Ira(z§",( i 1z2) t )
we have f(<Z) = - f (Z )  we m ultiply by the minimum anti-symmetric poly­
nomial 6-| = u-j-Ug to obtain invariance .
Theorem 2 The module of 0(2 ) x equ ivariant smooth (germs of) 
mappings C3 I 3 has the following basis over the rin g  of inva rian ts :
zo . is, z0 . *0 ^1*2^ . is, 50’1(*1*2)B
0 0 0 0
p _ p. 0 0
0 . 1 0 • ' 0 . i ' 0 . 0 1 ■ , 0
Z1 Z1 U2Z1 U2Z1 z0<*1z2 ' z2 2SfiI22 )B ' z2
z2 . u ,z2 u ,z2 z0<z1z2 )B 1 1 zg (z ,z2 )e 1z,_
0 . i f 0
u2, 5**122>8 ' z2 u22° ^ l z2 )e lz 2
_U1 z0 (Z1 z2 )^  \  “lzS(zlz 2 )e"'zl
where 2v t  odd 
' v i  even
■ r * i  odd
( 1/2  i  even.
Proof Recall that Poenaru (1976) says we need only check the above for 
polynomial maps. We deduce the above from a Lerrnna and Proposition 
concerning the re lationsh ip  between inva rian ts  and equ1variants o f the 
general action 0(2) . 7 "  on t i t 2" .  Before giving these we generalize 
some notation. For the polynomial j  : t  •  t 2'  .  t  1 t ! " commuting with 
the action o f 0 (2 ) .  f  on t  •  t 2n ,  S0 .2 , w rite
9<z ) 1  (90 ( l ) ........... 92 j _ i ( z ) . g 2J ( z ) , . . . , g 2n ( z ) )  .  ¡ ( .  |  |  l ! * .  |  ( 7 )
where g (yz) .  Yg (z) V T ,  0(2 ) x t"  .  (8)
Application o f the involution x gives from (7 ) and (B ) .
( • )  90 («z ) ■ 90 (1)
(b> 92 j-1 ( * z > '  92j ( z ) • (9>
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(9) (b) implies that we seek fo r g2j-_i : C 9 tt2n -*■ I  ,  0 (2 )^k * T11 
equivariants over 0(2 ) x T11 in v a ria n ts . (9) (a ) makes the gQ 
equivariants s lig h t ly  more messy but we are able to extend the following 
to obtain the required re su lt .
Caveat: In stating  and proving the fo llow ing we are aware that i t  can be derived 
from more general re su lts  in Algebraic Geometry. However, we give the 
re su lt and proof appropriate fo r th is  se tt in g , rather than introducing 
unnecessary machinery.
Lemma 3 . The entries in  the basis fo r  0 (2 ) * Tn equivariants corresnonding to
. i= l .......... .2n, are given by a spanning set over II o f ,  where
s2f
is  the H ilbert basis fo r the ring  o f 0(2 ) x T0 invarian t polynomials 
C2n+1 F  .
Remarks G p is  n o t'fre e  1 i . e .  there e x is t  re la tio ns in . Althouqh not a 
necessary condition one consequence o f th is  is  that the above soanning set is  
not unique with the obvious im plication fo r 0(2) x Tn enuivariant 
b ifu rcation  Droblems that the co e ff ic ie n ts  in  any Taylor extension d if fe r , 
depending on the chosen H ilb ert b asis .
In order to prove Lemma 3 we require the following proposition.
Proposition 4. I f  I is  an 0(2)\{te) x Tn complex inva rian t then
is  an 0(2 ) \ { k ) x Tn equivariant on I .  . Moreover, the (I. entries 
a2i  1
in the basis fo r the equivariants are given by —  ( I  )t where I is  the
s2i 9 9
H ilbert basis for 0 (2 )\ {« )  x Tn in v a ria n t ring o f polynomials.
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Proof Begin by considering the general form fo r a polynomial 
9, : t  « t 2n -  t ,  i . e .
9 ,(2 ) - lA ab2af b (11)
0 (2 J-x* x Tn equivariance implies
(a) e « 0 (2 ),«  V o - V  *  - » ,
(b) * ,  « s'(*,)
(c ) * j  « S ' ( * 3 )
V bi ♦ • , + r bi+ i • '  (>2)
a2 j-1"b2j-l+a2j~b2j ’  0 •
Applying the same reasoning as in  Proposition 1 invariance w .r .t .  0 (2 )^  x Tn 
leads to
(>) m0<*0'i 0> + ^ * 2  j-1 (“ 2J-1 ' 82J-1 ' “ ¿¿ **2 )1 ■ 0
(13)
(b)
But (13 )(a ) and (b) together are equivalent to
(a) V * 0' 80> * j b, "2j-l(*2j - r 82j - r ° 2J+92j>
2JA1+1
* m1 («^ -(e^ -l)-“ i * 1* e i<. i ) - » ,
(b) «i - (8,-1) ♦ •)«, - ej+, • , (15)
(C) * “2j~e2j * 0 1 * «-1 •
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Obtaining the equivalences i s  simply a matter o f checking through the 
possible ways o f obtaining m1 in  (15 )( a ) . This v e r if ie s  the f i r s t  part 
of the cla im . As in Proposition 1 we seek a minimal spanning se t to (12) 
in p +)6 . We have, from (1 5 ), that an element o f such w i l l  take the form
v ■ (a0,e0 ...........4 j - l , 62j - r 1, 02j , 62j ........... “ 2n - l , 82n - l ’ a2n , 62n> • <,6 >
(«o..................®2n> « 19 •
I t  is  now easy to see that any solution to (12) may be w ritten  as V 
plus lin e a r combinations o f elements o f Ig . g
Writing 6 as the generating set fo r the 0(2 ) x Tn in v a ria n t complex 
polynomials C2n+1 •+ I  we now extend the above re su lt to 6 . F i r s t  le t  
us introduce some nomenclature.
Let M.j ,  i  * 1 ...........N , be a monomial in Ig . E ith e r i s  <
invarian t or not. I f  not le t
V  ■ N1 ■ (17)
Writing those invarian ts that are * invarian t as we see th at
19 - <A1 ............. " - - V i .............. w  •
With the above nomenclature we have the following:
Claim 5 : G consists o f elements o f the form
V  W  Mi * V  Mi Mj + Ni Nj  • Mi Mj Mk + Ni Nj \  •
Proof I t  is  straightforward to check that invarian ts o f the form
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Mi Mj MkM* + Ni Nj NkN* are 9enerated by the above. The re s u lt  then follows 
by induction. g
Proof of Lemma 3 Begin by taking derivatives o f G , in  the above claim .
Using Proposition 4 , a fte r  e lim inating redundancies, we obtain - 2 - ^  ,
s2f
i  / 0 ,  i s  a basis fo r 0(2)\< « Tn equivariant polynomials t 2n+  ^ .* 
over 0(2 ) x T0 in varian t polynomials C2n+1 -  t  . We obtain a H ilbert 
basis Gp by taking complex ( l in e a r)  combinations o f G so that complex 
( l in e a r)  combinations o f Gp w il l  give a spanning s e t  as required. □ 
aZ1
Proof o f Theorem 2 I t  i s  a simple matter to find  the equ ivariants 
corresponding to g] and g2 from Lemma 3.
To find  the equivariants corresponding to gQ begin by noticing that 
Gp  gives 0(2)-w x S1 equivariants corresponding to gQ . (Notice,
3Z0
that (9 )(a ) ru les out the need to consider complex (1 in ea r) combinations. ) 
Now, fo r gQ we also have < equivariants which are 0 (2 ) \ k x invarian t 
in  p a rt ic u la r , i(u^-u2) is  such an invarian t Using the above claim 
we can check th is  is  the only such polynomial. W riting V - (  1 , i(u j-u 2)^
we have V '  ,  a fte r  elim inating redundancies, gi ves the basis
320
elements corresponding to gg . □
51.3. Solution Branches and corresponding Eigenvalues.
The consequence of the re su lts  of 51.2 fo r the reduced b ifurcation 
problem <t> : Œ3 * F n+1 ■+ f 3 discussed at the beginning o f  th is  chapter
-  26  -
i s  that we may write
where
qV k w t j j ,  *  2
r’ j j - i i h t i z j  *  R5; ; ( 2 ) i 2 ) * - '  , 
PJ = + i 61p +^1
Qj  « qj  + 1qJ+l + u2qJ+2 + iu2qJ+3 
Rj  « Qj .<
pJ ,q j  are (germs o f) mappings (N0>.
and z odd 6
z even
. . . 0 2 ,X ,  ) - F
f t  z odd
1
( t/2 z even.
( 1 )
As deta iled  in the introduction we find  branching equations by considering 
the zeros o f $ |F ix  ^  . In p a rticu la r we r e s t r i c t  to a representative 
o f F ix (E )  with Im(Z^) = ImfZg) = 0 . We obta in  the eigenvalues associated 
with these solution branches by the methods d e ta iled  in the la t te r  part of 
th is  sec tio n . The re su lts  are lis te d  in the fo llow ing  table V (*,m ) t  (2 ,1 ) . 
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(1) Notice that although we l i s t  re su lts  fo r * odd and even (»* 2) 
in Table 4 the branching equations fo r these two cases are quite 
d iffe re n t . In the former the branching equations are always even in
x0 and x-| whereas in  the latter,monomials that are odd in  xQ occur.
We exp lo it the f i r s t  in  an application in §3.
(2 ) For so lution type 7 a short ca lcu lation  shows that i f  x^  t  t  0 
then q3(0 ,x 3+ x |,x 3x | ,0 .0 ,x )  = 0 . We sha ll see that q3(0 ) t  0 ,  in  S3, 
i s  a non-degeneracy condition required to guarantee so lutions with lower 
dimension fixed  point subspaces and so a fu ll  description o f solution type 
7 requires s in g u la r ity  theory.
(3) Notice when branching equations 4 and 5 coincide as predicted
by the group theory.
To f a c i l i t a t e  the ca lcu la tion  o f the eigenvalues o f (d $ ), .
(Xq,Aq»tq;
we bring together a number o f re su lts  commonly used in the lite ra tu re  
c . f .  Golubitsky and Stewart (1985), Golubitsky, Stewart and Shaeffer (1987), 
Buzano and Golubitsky (1983).
The f i r s t  re s u lt  hinges on the iso typ ic  decomposition o f a vector 
space X under a compact L ie  group r  . F i r s t ,  write
X - V, •  . . .  9 Vk (3 )
where each i s  r - in v a r ia n t  and is  the d ire c t sum of irredu cib le  
subspaces o f r  o f  a given isomorphism type. In other words the action
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of r  on r- irred uc ib les  o f Vi  and , i  /  j  is  non-isomorphic.
Lemma 1 For a lin ea r map L : X •* X commuting with r  ,  we have, 
using the above notation
L ( V 1 ) c  V i  .
Proof See Golubitsky (e t a l ) (1987).
The above w il l  obviously hold fo r the compact Lie  group z c 0(2 ) x 
acting on t 3 and the l in e a r  map (d$ ) |F ix (Z) which commutes with z .
The second re su lt a lso  allows us to make use of the null-eigenvectors 
0 f  ( d i ) ( Z . x .T )  •
Proposition 2 Let c T and be d iffe re n tiab le  with the id e n tity .
d(Y t . 2) |  °
Assume d> (z ) = 0 then --------  i s  a nu ll-eigenvector for
dt | t =0
(d*> (*.x.T) •
Proof As in  Buzanoand Golubitsky (1983). Since <p(z) * 0 we have
♦(Yt z ) ■ 0 (4)
since « vanishes on r*z . Now, ju s t d iffe re n tia te  (4 ) .
Note: The nu ll-eigenvector i s  non-zero when the curve i s  transverse
to Z which i s  the generic s itu a tio n .
Choosing Ye > (e .0 ) c 0 (2 ) x s1 and (0 ,* )  c 0(2 ) * S1 we obta in , for 
the action o f 0(2) x S^  on I 3 ,  null-eigenvectors o f the form:
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(a) (z 0 ,z l f z2) -  ^  (e 1 te z0 ,e lmez1 ,e  1mez2 ) « (1 t Z g .in ^  ,-imz2 )
H i ,  ( 5>
(b) ( * 0 . 1,  .« j )  + %  (zQ .e^ z^ e 1^ )  - ( O . l z , , ^ )  .
Remarks Lemma 1 allows us to put the 6x6 m atrix d$ into block 
diagonal form. I t  i s ,  o f course, the case that any o f the above 
re la tio nsh ip s  would have come out in  the wash but in keeping with the 
general philosophy we allow group theory to both organise and sim p lify 
the c a lcu la tio n s .
We are now able to deta il the ca lcu la tion s o f the eigenvalues fo r
1. For I  * 2 < x S1 we decompose I 3 = VQ i  9 9 V2
where « <(1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 )> , V¿ = <(1 , - l , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 )> ,
V-, = < (0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,0 ) ,(0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,1  )> and = < (0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,-1 ,0 ) ,( 0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0,-j>
fo r the actions, which
are obviously non-isomorphic.
No- (d » ) |„  .  ♦ Z 0  .  pi 4»♦n
but p = 0 is  the branching equation fo r th is  iso tro py , so that one 




(d* ) |v . = p1 = 0 , g iving a zero1 2 320 » c
Also (d«j> )
h  •
1 1.2 , takes the form
’ *1 bi '
V
»*1 9$. 9$.
where a = ---- + b .
szi 322 3Zi 9Z2
Giving eigenvalues q ♦ n5*21 <1 *o i  1(q2 x q6x2- l - , )
( 6 )
2. For I  = 6 (1 ,-m) we decompose « Vq ® ® V2 where = C .
The action i s  e a s ily  seen to be non-isomorphic. Note, (d $ )L  ,
| Vj
j  ■ 0 , 1, 2. ,  takes the form 
b ,"
where a . = ■ and b . « —*  . (7)
Computing the en tries  we have, a fte r  substitu tion  o f branching equations,
J  .  ,„ 2 2 „2 \v2 ,«0 " p + 1P • b0 “  0 • a i " («In. + 1(1n.  )x! 
• 2 * (q3 ♦ iq4 )x2 .
p1 ± 1p2x 2 ,  0 .  q j x 2 .  <q3 s  iq 4 )x 2G iv ing  e igenva lues
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3. T *  i  « 2 (1  , „ )  we decompose t 3 as 1n 1 with the following 
action






whichare again non-isomorphic. Also notice th at the null-eigenvector 
(O .ix . ix )  of (5 ) (b ) belongs to F ix ( r )  - V, so that ( d * ) L  has a zero
vi
eigenvalue and so we need only consider the trace  of 
3$, 3$,
(d«t>) I v * Re( ----  + ----- ) . we a lso  have the n u ll-e ig e n ve c to r
I 1 3Z1 3Z2
(0, i x , - i x )  of (5 ) (a ) belongs to V2 g iving a s im ila r re su lt  fo r (d<*.) jy
3 3 $  o 3$m 3«-
In  fa c t ,  trace ({de) „  ) • Re( — i -------? ) -  - Re( — 1 ------? ) ,
I 2 s z ,  s z 2 s z ,  )i2
by applying < and using equivariance or by straightforward observation. 
Following 1 we v e r ify  the eigenvalues fo r 3 .
To ca lcu la te  eigenvalues fo r solutions 4 and 5 requires a l i t t l e  
more e f fo r t .
2
The isotropy subgroup 1 - 2  ^ decomposes t 3 .  V, 9 V? where 
V, -  * (z 0* 20 . z , t z 2 , z ^ Z j ,  0 , 0 , 0)> -  F ix ( r )
V2 • . ( 0 ,  0 , 0 , z„-z0 . z1-z2, i , - z 2 )» •  F ix (t )-1- .
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Computing the entries fo r (10)





pN0*0 ' ♦ («P0i +2p ^ )x jx p  + ^ 3 A - 2 J B
7 T / ^ ‘  2\ V ° *  2pi , v > 4 * <2PN1^ «pJ/o^PM31«i)«5''x?‘ -'
*  6Po1xoa' , »?e' 1
2 "*(i r  * ¡v> ■ 4[ ql0V 1 * 5 qV ^ ’ 4 « * v ?  * I  Po/S'M6''
+ “  a 3 x ? " 1*2643 + o5 X041*2®-1 *  n7 yo+12e+l 4 7  q01x0 X1 4 qN0x0 X1 4 qN0x0 X1
♦ S o 5 x2“- 1*46’ 1 t “ o7 x2a-l 4e+l
7  "O^O X1 4 7  ^ * 0  X1
2 Re(— - + — L) 2q3x f  ♦ ( B - l H q ^ ^ f j x J x f - 2 .  2, 7,g x 26
*  ^N ,*2 * « " ¿ / l  ♦ < / ,  * 2sP01x0x?6
*  “ pm3/ ?  ♦ 26Po ,xSxP t2  ♦ 4P5N, xSxf 6
S .
,5 a 2fi+2 „5 . 2a . 2B-2
*  26<0 ,x0 XI 
4<^ , x0x3B+4 ♦ 2q7i x2“ x?6
+ 4a7 xax26+2^ V l
]
T r iv ia l ly  we obtain the trace and to lowest order
* *  *[, PN0(P3+2qJ , )x0xf * 2<“-')p 3(q3*2qj )«S'2x(6*2
♦ (o - l ) (e-1)p3q5x^“"2x4e‘2
* 2 ( 2p ^ epV 0- 2, 2. - 2 ) ( i , io<„ , x ; -2, 2, - 2 )>2, g
<">
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In  the case »hen t  i s  odd we may neglect fu rther terms giving the 
required entry in  Table 4 (a ) but when t  is  even the entry is  re a lly  
the Taylo r expansion at aero o f (1 1 ). However, th is  s lig h t  abuse of 
notation should not cause too many problems.
To compute e n tr ie s  for (9) we have, using branching equations,
A fter some algebra we obtain the given e n trie s . A s im ila r , ca re fu l, 
computation v e r if ie s  the eigenvalues fo r  solution type 5 .
»♦ 1
a (q 3V x f ) x ; ♦ ai(q%qV)x!
3$, 3«.
2i ( p Zx0x , t  p
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51.4. The special case (£,m ) = (2 ,1 )
The standard 0(2)-Hopf a n a ly s is , c . f .  Golubitsky and Stewart 
(1985), or Schecter (1976) and Bajaj (1982) fo r a p a rticu la r case with 
a d iffe re n t approach, finds two primary branches corresponding to a 
ro tating  wave with a one-dimensional isotropy subgroup and a standing 
wave with isotropy subgroup 2  ^ • The in i t ia l  expectation, in  an 0( 2 ) 
mode in te rac tio n , is  to fin d  a l l  the primary branches a t the degeneracy. 
However, Table 2 shows that when £ is  even and m = 1 the isotropy subgroup 
corresponding to the standing wave has a three dimensional fixed  point 
subspace and since a primary branch i s  guaranteed only when dim F ix (Z ) = 2 , 
c . f .  Golubitsky and Stewart (1985), these classes of non-standard 0(2 ) 
actions give new phenomena fo r 0(2)-steady-state/Hopf in te ractions .
In fa c t , when t  ( the branching equations on the three-dimensional 
fixed  point subspace form a Z 2-equivariant corank-two b ifurcation problem 
and the contact equivalent normal forms, up to codimension 5 , are known 
c . f .  Dangelmayr and Armbruster (1983). We use these resu lts  to s im p lify  
the study of the above sp ec ia l case. We begin the analysis of the special 




where map (Xq,2 x ^ ,x^,XqX * ,0 ,x ) -*■ IR and 1 / 4 .
Remark: The standard method of find ing solutions to equations o f the
above type is  to use equation ( l ) ( c )  to e lim inate t and then apply 
the im p lic it  function theorem to conclude the existence of solutions in  
some neighbourhood of the o rig in  - see §3. However, since the equations 
are not even in each va riab le  th is  brute force method becomes messy and 
(c e rta in ly ) does not provide a clean route to the q u a lita tive  description 
we seek.
Concentrating on equations (1 ) (a ) and (b) - as we may assune t to 
be e lim inated - write
( a ) 9q ( x0 , x1•*) = P xo + P X1
(b) 9^(xo*x| . * )  - I 1 ♦ q3* i + q5x0x j * ' 2 ) /2 + q’ xo xj1'*2*72)« ,
( 2)
we see that - 9 ,(«o'■X,,») = 9 ] (Xq. - x , .» )  i . e . g1 commutes with the 2Z2
action X1 -x , . I t  is  now c lear that G(xQ,x 1!•>) ■ (90(« o *« l»«) •
9 ,( x 0.« forms a corank two Z 2~equivariant b ifu rcation  problem.
Dangelmayr and Armbruster study th is  problem using the theory o f imperfect 
b ifu rcations o f Golubitsky and Schaeffer, which is  developed in fu l l  in 
Golubitsky & Schaeffer (1985 ). The two basic ideas o f the above theory are 
contact equivalence (w ith a distinguished b ifu rcation  parameter) and a 
universal unfolding. The notion o f contact equivalence is  well known and 
in  th is  case we also wish the Z 2-symnetry to be preserved. The appropriate 
d e fin it io n  i s :





.0. 0 . X1
Remarks:
(1 ) When £|4 g ^ X p .x^ x ) does not coimute with 2 2 action and the 
b ifurcation problem is  a general problem g : IR2 x ]R -*• ]R2 - a t least 
on th is  fixed  point subspace. I f  codim g s 3 we have a H illtop  
b ifu rcation  c . f .  Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1985). However, gx (0 ,0 ) = 0 , 
a non-degeneracy condition in  the above, so thatcodimg 2 4 .
(2 ) When £/4 but £ > 2 we a lso  fin d  codings 4 .
I t  is  well known that the Liapunov-Schmidt method reduces study of 
degenerate Hopf b ifu rcations to a corank-one 2 2~equivariant b ifurcation 
problem c . f .  Golubitsky and Langford (1980) fo r a s in g u la rity  theory 
approach with distinguished b ifu rca tio n  parameters. Consideration o f a 
steady-state/Hopf in te raction  without any symmetry reduces via the Liapunov- 
Schmidt method to the study of a Z2-equivariant corank-two b ifurcation 
problem c . f .  Armbruster et al (1985). Unfortunately the above paper 
adopts the approach that the two modes should be 'v is ib le ' at the degeneracy 
precluding the study o f (1 ) . The philosophy adopted in th is  th esis  is  to 
consider mode in te ractions p rim arily  as the dynamics aris ing  on the d irect 
sum of eigenspaces corresponding to the individual modes. This interpretation 
obviously includes ( 1 ) fo r study.
P rim arily  we are  concerned with the unfolding that s p lits  the modes - 
see §3. fo r fu rth e r d e ta ils . I t  i s  c le a r that the related s p lit t in g  para­
meter w il l  be contained in the se t o f unfolding parameters. I t  i s  immediate
-  42 -
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Note: The unfolding Go in  (5 ) is  equivalent to replacing q*(0)
with 8 in  the branching equations where we set afqj(0)|5ign(q^(0)) = 8 .
To obtain appropriate choices fo r ,  e^ and Eg we consider the
s ta b il i t y  conditions fo r the above. The eigenvalues associated with the 
solution types fo r (fc.m) = ( 2 , 1 ) can be computed in the same way as those 
in  §1 .3 . Unfortunately, the ro tating  wave so lution does not have a 
correspondingly simple iso typ ic  decomposition, leaving us with a 4x4 
m atrix. However, in  any application a numerical analysis could be carried 
out - we adopt th is  philosoDhy in  §3 where large matrices providing 
s t a b il i t ie s  are not amenable to an analysis by hand.
Taylor expanding the re su lts  o f the above computation fo r the extractable 
eigenvalues we have:
(0 ) T r iv ia l  Solution : d jx [2 ]  , B + q^ X [4 ]
( I ) Steady-state : o m  . pi 
"0 4 ,  8 + q jx t  q5x0 [2. 2 ]
( I I ) Rotating wave : o c n  .  q i »? [ID , and eigenvalues of
a 0 0 b 
0 a b 0 
0 c d 0 
c 0 0 d




pJ + ip  x! 
_5 ■7X? ♦ 1<r6T 8,* )
d - (q3 ♦ 1q4 )x?
Before considering eigenvalues corresponding to so lution type ( I I I )  
le t  us consider a p o s s ib il ity  fo r e-j , and e3 by combining (6 ) 
and (7 ) .
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Adopting the convention that eigenvalues should be positive 
fo r s ta b il i t y  we see that:
(1 ) Pw > 0 is  necessary fo r the steady-state to be bifurcate
N0
stab ly and that the solution b ifurcates su p e rc rit ica lly  i f  
p] < 0 when p i > 0 .* ™o
(2 ) The rotating wave requires q l > 0 fo r s ta b il ity  and
0
bifurcates s u p e rc r it ic a lly  when q j < 0 .
This g ives:
£1 “  • c2 * s1gn ) • c3 ‘  " s , 9" (O5(0) )  . (8 )
A quick check shows that i f  the rotating wave and tyoe ( I I I )  solution 
are to concur then q^(0) > 0 . S im ila r ly , i f  the type (IV ) solution 
and the rotating wave were to b ifurcate  simultaneously then q^(0) «• 0 , 
at le a s t when condition (8 ) is  imposed.
Since we deal with the reduced equations fo r the type ( I I I )  solution 
observe that the s ta b il i t ie s  on the three dimensional fixed  point subspace 
are given by the eigenvalues of
sgo Ü 2
,x0 3X,




Computing DGq , with the above conditions imposed, gives 
Trace DG = 3x£ - xn - a
‘  3 2 ' ' 0,det DGa « - 2 s1gn(pJ (0 ) ) x ,
Now the standard arguments apply fo r additional b ifu rcations. In 
p a rticu la r i f  Det > 0 and the Trace changes sign then a Hoof b ifurcation 
occurs. Suppose p^(0) < 0 then DG has real or complex conjugate 
eigenvalues. I t  i s  straightforward to show that fo r *<■- type ( I I I )  
is  always stab le  - fo r the reduced system. But fo r the trace
may change s ig n . By the change of s t a b il i t ie s  rule we deduce a te rt ia ry  
Hopf b ifu rcation  occurs. An in te resting  Doint here is  that the a branch 
o f the type ( I I I )  solution i s  pinched out as a increases there must 
therefo re , be some means o f destroying the periodic o rb it . In a planar 
system the only p o ss ib ility  is  the c o llis io n  of the periodic o rb it with 
one or more séparatrices o f the reduced equations resu lting  in some 





The 0(2) equivariant steady-state/Hopf/Hopf mode in te raction .
§2 .0 . S ta b il ity  re su lt and intended model.
Study of the 0(2)-steady-state/Hopf/Hopf mode interaction is  a 
natural extension of e ith er of the two-mode systems. We study the 
system
i ♦  g(x.x) - o (l)
where g : * F  -*• IR^ and g conmutes with the 0(2) action o f §0 . 1 .
The assumptions (7) in  §0.0 of non-resonance and B irkhoff normal
2
form imply, §0 .1 , that g commutes with 0(2) x T . A fu rther important 
im plication o f the assumption o f B irkhoff normal form, fo r applications, 
i s ,  a fte r identify ing  F 10 = a5 :
Theorem 1 A so lution Z (t) o f (1) is  o rb ita lly  asym ptotically stable
i f  the eigenvalues o f (Dg), which are not zero or forced by the action 
z02
of 0(2) x T to be zero have p ositive  real parts .
Proof Having made a simple adjustment fo r the presence of a steady-state 
mode the re su lt follows from Theorem 5 .1 , Chossat e t al (1987).
In order that such a system might be modelled we use a simple unfolding 
analogous to that of §1 .4 . In p a rticu la r we s p l i t  the Hopf modes by 
considering the unfolding g (z ,x ,a ,B )  where
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TABLE 5.
z0 Z1 z2 z3 z4
< « 0 ( 2) z0 z2 21 z3
e t  0( 2) e z0 e zt
1* ,
e z2 e z3 e z4
*1 « S'xiO ) 1 e 'z , e 'z 2 1
1*2
1
1*2lk2 £ (O)xS' 1 1 1 * ?z3 •  ?z4
Also re c a ll that by factoring  out the kernel of the group action we may assume 
there i s  no common d iv iso r fo r a l l  three o f I ,  m, n .
We proceed as in S i .1 to find  the isotropy subgroups and in  doing so 
we d istingu ish  the following subgroups o f 0( 2) x T2
(a ) Z(e,<|»i ti|i2) discrete subgroup generated by ( e,»p1 ) e 0(2 ) \ { k } xT2
(b) Z K(e ,* r *2) d iscrete  subgroup generated by (<6 ,^  ,^2) « 0(2 )xT2 (1)
(c ) S (p ,q ,r )  the continuous subgroup {(p e ,q e ,re ) |e e s \  p ,q ,r  e Q}
The p o s s ib il ity  that any p a ir in  U ,m ,n ) may have a common d iv iso r 
re su lts  in  the consideration o f the following cases:
(t,m) « d] ; (i,n) - d? ; (m,n) « d3 . (2)
We w rite
£ .|d .| = l , m^d^ = m ;  * 2d 2 = 2 * n 2d 2 *  n * m3 d 3 s m » n 3 ^3  *  n • ( 3 )
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In the following tables we give the isotropy subgroups a fte r the 
t r iv ia l  action o f 0(2) (Table 5) has been factored out. I t  is  also 
important to re a lise  that, with (2) in mind, we abuse notation in  the 
following way.
I f  d] t  1 , dg i  1 and d3 t  1 then the actions of 0(2) 
re stric ted  to E , - < (I0.Z ,.Z 2)> .  £? - < ^0.z y z,)> or E j  ■ < ( . , . i j . 23. 24 ) .  
have non-empty kernels, K. ,  n = 1 ,..,3  . Therefore, on a fixed  point sub­
space with appropriate coordinates set to zero we think of the isotropy sub­
groups as a subgroup of (0(2) * T2) ^ / ^  . C lea rly  the above choice is  
not unique, consider the p o ss ib ility  F ix ( I )  c Ei n E^  , i t  j  .
In  th is  case se t K,.^ to be the kernel of the action of 0(2) 
re stric ted  to Ei n E^  . From (3) we have
(di ’ dj ) * 1 1 * J  (4)
otherwise the t r ip le  (£,m,n) would have a common d iv iso r.
(4) -> d3 |m] , d2 |n3 . (5)
We write
m - m4d,d3 .  n * n4d2d3 . (6 )
I . J  •
In th is  case we think of the isetropysubgrcup as a subgroup e f0 (2 ) * T2/KH
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Isotropy subgroups and fixed point subspaces
TABLE 6 .
z F1x(I) dim F ix ( z )
0 . 0(2)«T2 {0)
1. * T2 , 0 . 0) Im(z0 ).2 ,= 22.2 3=z4 .  0 1
2. (a) S ( l,-m ,.0 )« S (0 ,0 ,l) V 22*z 3*24 ■ 0 2
<b) S ( l ,0 ,- n 4 )«S(0 ,1 .0 ) V W 24 ■ 0 2
3 . (a) Z  * Z ( £ - ,* ,0 ) x S ( 0 ,0 ,l)  k m4 20*Z3*24 ’  21 ■ z2 2
(b) Z  * Z ( — ,0 ,» )xS (0 ,1 .0  
‘  n4 W l 2 •  ° -  z 3 * 24
2
4 . (a) I K«S(0,0,1) [xZ (*tia^ir,0)] Im(z0 )=2 3=z4 = 0 , 2 ,  = 2 , 3
even
(b) Z K«S(0(1,0) t>Z(i«,0,n2ir)] lm(20 ) - 2 . .2 2 ■ 0 . 23 .  24 3
i  2  even
5 . (a) Z  (0 ,ir .0 )x S (0 ,0 .1 )[  «Z(Tr,m,ir,0 )] Im (2 .) .2 ,.Z 4 ■ 0 . 2. -  - 1 , 3
f  /  £-| even
(b) Z  (0 ,0 ,ir)x S (0 .1 ,0 )[x  Z (ir ,0 ,n 2ir)3 Im(z0) .z .= z  -  0 , 2 ,  = - 24 3
< ri* i * 2 even
6 . S ( l.- « 3 .-n 3)
z0"22*z4 * 0 4
7. S(1,-m3, n3)
V 22*23 -  0 4
8. Z< x Z(ir,m3ir,n3'n)
20 * °*  z r z2- z3"z4 4
9. (0 ,0 ,it) * Z(it,m3it,n3iT) (n3 even)
20 ■ “ • z r z2- z3 ■ ”z4 4
10. 2 ^ (0 ,it,0) x Z (71, 111211, 0 211) (m3 even) 20 * ° -  21 “ “z2- z3 ‘  2t 4
2 2itm.
11. (a) 2 ( | i ,  - j- ! - ,0 )x S (0 ,0 ,l ) [  xZ(n.m-ii.,0)] ZJZ3-Z4  = 0 4
t 2  t ,  even
2 2nn?
(b) Z ( | ! ,0  n r ^ )«S(0.1 .0)[ xZ(w.0 .n 2 w)] z 1 *Z2 «Z4 « 0 4
l j . 2  *2 * , ,n
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TABLE 6 ( c td .)
12. (a) * S(0 . 0. 1)
m4 z0*z3*z4 - 0
4
(0 ) * £ - .0 .» )  * S (0 .1 .0 ) 
n4 Z0"21*z2 ■ 0
4
13. Z < x Z(",npr,n») lm(20)*0 ,  2, * 2j .  23-24 5
a even
14. 2^ (0 ,t , 0) x Z(T,mn,niT) ( i f  4 | f  then m even) Im(20 )=0 ,  2, -  -22 . 23=24 5
n even
15. Z<(0 ,0 , it) x Z(TT,mTT,nir) ( i f  then n even) lm(20 )=0 ,  2, - 22, 23= - 24 5
* even
16. 2<(0 ,tt, h) x Z(T,nviT,nn) lm(20 ) - 0 , 2,= -22,  2j= - 24 5
{ 1 even
” • ( V 1)
oo 6
1B- 2 % - i^ - * >  ("s '” ) z0*zl * 0 6
19. Z ( ^ ,  ^ L ) .  t>2 z2*z3 * 0 6
20. Z ( | l ,  S p ., i j l )  ,  i>2
z2*z4 '  0 6
2 1 .(a ) Z(ir,m n ,0 ) £-| even z3*z4 ■ 0 6
(b) Ziu.O.ngTf) 12 even zl *z2 ■ 0 6
22. Z(n,nrn,mr) £ odd z0 * 0 8
£ even l S 10
Notes: I f  £ even then ZK(0 ,ir tw) * 2 ^ * ,0 ,0 )  and furthermore fo r 4 | /
14 = 16 and 13 = 15 when m is  even 
1 3 *  1 4 ,  1 5 * 1 6  when n is  even
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Containment in  Table 7 indicates containment in a representative 
of a conjugacy class o f a coset.
Legends Table 7.
3(») coincides with 4(a) when m.j = 1 and *.j even,
3(b) coincides with 4(b) when * 1 and ¿2 even,
- « (• ) coincides with 5(a)  ^| f, and 13 « 14, 15 - 16 ,
<(b) coincides with 5(b) ♦ U * »"<! 13 - 15, 14 « 16.
* 8 and f  not present i f m^  = 1 and ‘ 1 even or m^  *
* 9 1f n3 even,, 10 i f m^  even.
** 11(a ) absent i f *1 s 2 - 11(b) absent i f *2 s  2 ‘
S 12(a) only 'contained' in  2(a) i f  3(a) coincides w ith  4 (a ) .
12(b) only 'contained' in  2(b) i f  3(b) coincides w ith  4 (b ).
SS 17 absent i f  m^  = 1 , 18 absent i f  n^  = 1 .
General ru le . I f  an isotropy subgroup is  absent then containment 
ju s t  passes along the table in  the natural way. e .g .  i f  17 is  
absent then 12 i s  contained d ire c t ly  in  21.
F in a lly  since 21(a) and (b) represent a t r iv ia l  a c tio n  o f 0(2) * T2 
from which we e x D e c t to obtain no information we do not include them 
in  Table 7.
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To v e r ify  Tables 6 ( a ) ,  (b) and (c ) i t  i s  appropriate to 
adopt a s im ila r procedure as that fo r Table 2 S l . l .  We enumerate 
subspaces o f and then check 'a lg o rith m ica lly ' which are fixed  - 
elim inating those made redundant by conjugacy i . e .  i f  dim F ix (r^ ) ■ 
dim F ix t lg )  and F i x ^ )  c r * F ix (E j)  then i s  conjugate to •
Entries 1-5(b) fo llow  immediately from Table 2. For the remainder we 
have dim F ix ( l )  « 4 and e ith e r < e I  or not. F i r s t  consider the 
case k i  1 .
To begin suppose dim F ix (Z ) * 4 and the coordinate zQ i  0 then 
entries l l(a ) -1 2 (b ) fo llow from Table 2. Now suppose dim F ix ( l )  = 4 
and z ■ 0 . Writing the action of (e ,^ ,« ^ ) « 0 (2 ) * T2/K3 e x p lic it ly
Checking through the consequences fo r ( e , *2 ) i f  Zg * z^  * 0
or Zg B z3 *  0 gives entries 6 and 7 . I f  z3 * z  ^ * 0 then we may
also  fa c to r through the action by thus ve rify in g  12 (a ). S im ila r ly  
we check 12(b). Suppose now, that dim F ix (E ) > 4 and Zq ■ 0 .
2i "3e ,I f  z1 .Zg i  0 then (7 ) »> e J  ■ 1 so that e ■ —  . Which
» .  3
in  turn im plies * x and *2 “  1 fit accordin9 as *3 * °  or z4 * 0 . 
But we see that choosing both is  ruled out by conjugacy - ju s t  apply * .
This v e r if ie s  entry 17 and s im ila r ly  fo r 18. Entry 21 1s obvious.
Next consider dim F i x ( I )  > 4 and zQ t  0 . Again write  the action
-5 6  -
of (e ,^ ,^ 2) c 0(2 )S* x T e x p lic it ly
•  (• *o,e
ijte i  (me+u^  ) 1r>e+H2 -ine+i>.
* . )  (8 )
and by inspection we check 19-21(b ).
Now consider dim F ix (Z ) 2 4 with < e Z . Begin by noticing that 
we may assume zQ is  real by rotation through e e 0 (2 )V  . I f  zQ = 0 
we have the e x p lic it  action of 0(2) * T2/K3 is
1(m-6+ÿ.) -im-e+i*. in.e+1*9 -in,e+iu<9
(O.e 3 1 z2 .e 3 1*1 »e 3 2z4 ,e  3 2z3). (9)
As in  the v e r if ic a t io n  of Table 2 we deduce from (9) that the fixed 
point subspace takes the form (O.z^,±z1,z 3,±z3) . Checking fo r conjugacy 
i .e .  (e ,* v * 2) « 0(2)Vc x T2 s . t .
( 0 ,2 , .  ± Z ,.Z 3,Z 3) = ( 0 ,7 , .  i  . (10)
Using (7) we obtain
2n3k = m3(2p+l) k,p e 2  (11)
which t e l ls  us there is  no conjugacy fo r n3 even. This v e r if ie s  entries 
8 and 9. Entry (10) fo llows s im ila r ly .
For 13-16 we f i r s t  show the fixed  point subspaces take the form 
(Xq,Z i  ,iz . j  ,z 3,±z3) . Which follows in the same manner as above. The
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presence of non-zero zQ rules out the p o s s ib il ity  o f conjugates 
except when £|4 . We conjugate by
m /ir —IDtt — n tt »("?’ 7~* m,n odd
(id <$. o, "5=.)
( 1 i i )  ( J ,  0) n even .
m even ( 12)
Note £,m,n can not a l l  be even since we assume no common d iv iso r.
We have already seen that in the group theory we must consider the 
d iv isors of the pairs in  the tr ip le  (£ ,m ,n ) and, of course, the same
makes the ca lculations and in  p a rticu la r the statement o f resu lts a l i t t l e  
messy.)
We begin by calcu lating  the in va rian ts  and then use Lemma 3 of 51.2 - 
with an appropriate extension to include equi varian ts - to obtain the 
equi varian ts .
Proposition 1 The ring of smooth 0 (2 ) x T2 invarian t (germs o f) maps 
-*■ F  has a H ilbert basis :
§2 .2 . The 0(2) x T2 Invariants and Equi v a r ia n ts .
occurs in  the computation o f 0(2) * T2 equ ivariant normal forms. (Th is
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°7 ,k  ■ R' U o 'ka( zl î 2)k 6 ( ï324 ) ° ] * ° 8  
°7.k' '  R*[z5 'a' T(î l z2>k' , (z3i 4)<’: •
>k = («1*62)In.CzJ-k“ ( i 1ï 2) ke(53z4 )°3 
°8 ,k ' ■ < V «2 > Im[z0 ,a ' y<î l 22>k ’ e<i 354>O:i
where fo r definiteness we have y  > a with k c 6 = (k £ Z+|Y-ka > 0} 
and k1 the least integer s . t .  y -k 'a  < 0 ,  and i f  j  < k ' s . t .  y = ja
then ° 1 , j ............ .0 . . ,  ;  1 T ,k ' i = 7 ,8  ;  are redundant, f in a l ly
a a f  2iîU| . ¿i odd ; B B f £■. . £, odd ;  y
J, 1
= 2n2 ¿2 odd
1 " i ¿1 even ( 4i / 2 £l even ( n2 ¿2 even
0 ■ j  *2 . ¿2 odd i u = ng , n ■ m3 .
(_ ¿2/2 &2 even
and 6^  = u -^U2 > ¿2 = u3-u4
Note: we assumed for defin iteness that y  > a ,  i f  for a p a rt ic u la r 
action o f 0(2 ) x T2 we have a > y then 07 k = Re[Zg"kY( i . jz 2) e( z 3z4)ko] 
and s im ila r ly  fo r 0g k , 0^  k , and 0g k ,
Proof o f Proposition 1 We begin, as usual, by w rit in g  down the general 
form of a polynomial G:t^ -*■ IR and consider re s t r ic t io n s  imposed by 
invariance under 0(2) T2 . We have, in  m ulti-index notation,
G(2) = I Aa jbZaZb (1 )
and G(yZ) -  8(2 ) V ,< 0 ( 2 1 . 1 *  .  (2 )
Applying 6 e 0(2)-*< g ive s , a f t e r  comparing co e ff ic ie n ts .
*< a0 -t>0 ) ♦ m ( a , - b , - a 2 * b 2 )  t  n f a j - b j - a , - * , )  •  0 (3 )
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and applying c s'* x {0 }  ,  c (0 ) * gives
(1) al ‘ bl + a2"b2 = 0
(«)
(11) a3’ b3 + a4 'b4 * 0 •
Combi ni ng (3 ) . (4) ( i )  and ( i )  we have
1(*0”bo) + + 2n(a2-b2) -  0 . (5)
Setting a2-b2 * 0 in (5 ) gives
V i < v V  *  ^ " i W V  * 0 (6 )
and we return to Proposition 1 §1.2 with the pair ( * .  ,m, ) .
S im ila rly  setting a-j-b  ^ = 0 in  (5) and we consider the p a ir ( i 2 ,n2) 
This gives Nq, . . . . ,M 2 and as invarian t generators.
Using the claims in §1.2 i t  i s  easy to see that C, completes the 
l i s t  of 'simple' in va rian ts . Now, setting aQ = bQ in  (5 ) we have
m3d3 (« i-bi ) ♦ n3 d3 (n 3-b3) - 0 i n
since (m3, d3) = 1 (7) ->
(D a1 b1  .  kn3
k < 2  . ( 8 )
d u a3_b3 e _km
The same reasoning as in  Proposition 1 §1.2 now gives the in va rian t 
generators 0g and 0g .
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F in a lly , assume ai + bi ,  1 « 0 ,1 ,2  in  (5 ) . Recall that
finding monomial invarian t generators fo r 0(2)-wc x T2 i s  equivalent 
to finding a minimum spanning se t fo r the subset of ^ +) 10 defined 
by (3 ) , ( 4 ) ( i ) and ( i i ) .  So fa r  we have the following generators:
ui  • ( 0 . . . . , 1 , 1 , 0 , . . 0 )  i  « 0 , . . ,  4 .
1th i +l st
v] * ( a ,0 ,0 ,6 ,6 ,0 . . . ,0 )  ;  v? « (0 ,a ,6 ,0 ,0 ,6 ,0 . . .  .0 )  ;
v3 = (y .O ....................O .o .a .O ); v4 = (O.y .O ............0 ,o ,0 ,0 ,o )  ,  (9)
v5 = (0 ,0 ,y  ,0 ,0 ,u ,0 ,n ,n ,0 ) ,  vg = ( 0 , . .  ,0 ,y ,y ,0 ,n ,0 ,0 ,r i )  .
Now we check through the p o s s ib il it ie s  in  (5 ) . F i r s t  notice that 
we can not have a..-b.. > 0 V i  so begin by assuming aQ > bQ . (10)
Since any p o s it ive  lin ea r combinations o f uQ in  (9 ) contained 
in  the so lution space of (5) are not contributing anything new we may 
suppose bQ = 0 in  (10 ). Suppose in  addition that
( i )  a1-b1 < 0
( 11)
( i 1) a2"b2 < 0 •
A fter assuming that a.| -  ag * 0 ,  as above, i t  is  e a s ily  seen 
that a so lution s e t  of th is type i s  spanned by v^.Vj . S im ila r ly , i f  
a0 < b0 ’ ai > bi  » a2 * b2 ln  (5 ) then the solution i s  spanned by 
u^  , 1 = 0 ,2 ,4  and Vg.v^ . Next assume
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(1) a0 - b0
(11) a , » b, (12)
(111) a2 < b2 .
W riti ng
S , -  u . k  < 1 * s . t .  jy-ko > 0} . (13)
Inspection shows that solution types (12) in  (5) are o f the form
wk , j  ■ (jy~ ka ,0 ,kB ,0 ,0 ,ke ,0 , jo , jo ,0 ) ;  k , j  c . (14)
Replacing ( 1 2 ) ( i i )  and ( i i i )  with
( 1 ) a ,  < b ,
(15)
(1 i ) a 2  > b2
and w riting  S2 * ( j , k  t  2+ s . t .  jy-ka < 0) we obtain solutions of the form 
wk , j  “  (k“ - j r . ° . ° . ke .k B ,0 ,ju ,0 ,0 ,jo )  ,  I j t i ,  (16)
Now fo r d e fin iteness we set
y  > a (17)
wri t i  ng
" k . j  " " k .l + I ' 8 >
we see that i f  k ' is  the le a s t  integer s . t .  Y-k'a < 0 and there is  
no k < k' s . t .  y * ka then there are ( k ' - l )  generators of type (14).
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Also notice  that w' ,  are lin ear combinations of w' ,  and v,
' k ,  l l
and th at are lin e a r  combinations of ,  and v , . Therefore,
we need on ly consider ............. and wk ,_ ,  as generators
for so lu tio n  types (12 ).
Notice i f  k < k* s . t .  y « ka ( i . e .  k '- l  - k ) then the 
generators and w£, 1 are redundant.
F in a l ly ,  replacing (1 2 )(1 ) with aQ < bQ and fo llow ing the above 
gives in v a ria n t generators that are ju s t  complex conjugates of (14) 
and (16 ).
Theorem 1 The 0(2) x j  equivariant smooth (germs o f) maps 05 -*• a5
take the form
G(2) * (g0( z ) .g , ( z ) .g 2( i ) .g 3(z ) ,g 4 (z ) )
g0(z )  * p'20tP4 i2‘ ' ( z l  z2 )6 * P7i2 _1( i 3i4 )
* plo-k'o-r-l. ; ik'e(; - ,o
* V * o  <zl z2> <z324'
+ I  p^G-r- ko- l , ~ r 1 ^ 2 ,, ;  , 
. , . k  z 0 >zl z2) <Z3Z4>
g ,(2 ) -  0 z2H) z%(i}z2)e- ’ z2 ♦ Q13( i , . z 2)M' , ( i 3i 4 ) z2
r n^®TT"kafC 7 / ,  7 \0
2 A  z0 ,Z1Z2' <Z3Z4> z2 *  « k ' z0 “ ' T<z l z2> <z3z4 )°
93(2) - R'23 ♦ R 20(i324 )O-'24 t R,,(l1i.)"(i324 )'|-12.
2A  z0 “ ( 2 , i 2 )k8( i3 24)<" ’ z4 * Y Z^1Z2^  z^324^°
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9i (<*) e g2(z )  .  g3(<2) - g4 (z )  .
where S = {k |y-ka > 0 ,Y ,k ,a Z +} i f  ( k ' - l ) a = y ( i . e .  k '- l  i  S) 
then set pj? = qJ?  = rJ?  s 0 .
o»6,Y»6»y»n and k ' are defined in Proposition 1.
PJ * + i6 ,p J+1 + i  6«p',J+2 •W’ * V k
Q3 ■ (q3 + 1q3+l + u2 (q3+2*1q3+3) .  i ^ q 3*4 + 1q3*5) 
Ql9 ■ <qj9 ♦ 1qj;0+ u2 ( q k '^ 1 k 2 ) * u4(q23*(q24) .
R3 •  r 3 + I r 3 * 1 + U g i r ^ + ir 3* 3) + u4 (r 3 +4 +1r3+S)
" I 9 • r l 9 + 1rk° *  *  “4<r i ; W 9 > •
and 6, = u.,-u? ,
Proof The equivariants corresponding to 9-|.g2 »g3 and g4 follow 
from Proposition 1 and application o f Lemma 3 §1 .3 . To check for
equ ivarian ts corresponding to gg we must again consider those awkward 
polynomials which are 0(2)Vc x T2 invarian t but k equ ivariant. Again 
we can use the claim in  §1 .3 to check that there are only two of these 
namely i6 j and i . A fter taking lin e a r combinations we are done.
§ 2 .3 . Amplitude/Phase Equations and (corresponding) Eigenvalues.
As might be expected ana lys is  o f G|F1x(z) can only be taken so 
f a r  before i t  becomes more r e a l is t ic  to consider the re su lts  on a case 
by case basis . In §3 we consider an application to the Taylor-Couette
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where i t  turns out that setting  the t r ip le  (£,m ,n) to (m,m,m+l) 
is  of p a rt ic u la r in te re s t . With th is  in mind we concentrate on th is  
case whenever i t  is  necessary to consider a p a rticu la r case.
In the following tables we begin by re s t r ic t in g  the general 0(2) x T2 
equivariant form to the fixed  point subspaces - th is gives us the reduced 
O.D.E. We then consider the special case (m,m,m+l) ,  with m odd, 
giving the amplitude/phase equations and the eigenvalues associated with 
the zeros o f these amplitude equations.
Notes: (1 ) For convenience we adopt the shorthand convention o f w riting  
(R1) which we think o f as evaluated on a fixed  point subspace.
(2 ) In Table 11 we g ive :
(a ) The Taylor expansion about zero when appropriate.
(b) In the d if f ic u lt  so lutions 12-15 we highlight only necessary 
conditions fo r s t a b i l i t y  with more information included in  the 










































































































































































































































































































To ca lcu late  the eigenvalues o f solutions corresponding to zeros 
o f the amplitude equations we use Lemma 1 §1.3 and extend Proposition 2 
§1.3 to the situation  here. Again we consider a d iffe ren tiab le  curve 
Ye e 0 (2 )^  x with Yq the id e n t ity . We claim that i f  y Q i s  
transverse to the isotropy subgroup zz then the nu ll-vectors corresponding 
to zeros o f the amplitude equation are given by
( 1 ) (*0 , 2 1 ■z2,z3’z4> -  afj-
’ * 1  H o
(z0 ' e  z l - e z2 -z 3 »z4 > ■ (0 , i z , . i z 2
(2 ) <*o— •>z4> (z0 ,z
i » ,  i » ,
, , z 2 ,e ‘ z 3 ,e Zz4 ) -  ( 0 ......... f z 3 . i z 4 )
(3) <*o—
_ x . d , . U e ,  
•• z4 > - 3 e (e z
ime . - ' m e .  _ ' n e .  . - ' n e ,  ,
0*e zl ,e z2 ’e z 3 ' e 2 4 )
= i ( t z 0 ,mz1 ,-mz2 , nz 3 . -nz4) .
Proof Recall that zeros o f the amplitude equations are given by
g (z) - itpz = 0 ( 1 )
where (1) i s  re stric ted  to a fixed point subspace.
Now, * | F ix j r j  i s  ju s t  a constant w . r .t .  the action of 
y0 e 0 (2 )^  x so that applying y0 to (1 ) and using equivariance 
gives
9(Ye*) - 1<hr0z ■ 0 . (2 )
Now, d iffe re n tia tin g  and setting  e = 0 , we have
I f 0 then we are done. But th is  is  true.by the above comment.
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To v e rify  en tries  1 to 5(b) in Table 10 notice th a t i f  in  the 
iso typ ic decomposition V2^_1 9 V2j. , of the form
<(0....... *2J-T52j-T°— )> # z2j’52j*°’)> we have z2j-l “ z2j “ 0
in  F ix (z )  then dg jv ,  i  * 2 j- l ,2 j  commutes with the ac tio n  o f S1 . 
This implies dg|v is  e ith e r a rotation matrix or some m u ltip le  of one. 
Whence dg|v has purely real or complex conjugate eigenvalues and we
need only consider trace [d g |v^] to obtain the signs o f the eigenvalues. 
T h is , plus an obvious extension o f Table 4 gives en tries  1 - 5 (b ) .
For entry 6 consider the iso typ ic  decomposition
* « F ix ( r )  ® t 0 •  tt2 ® c4 ( 6 )
where 0 ,2 ,4  correspond to the coordinate subscripts in  the obvious manner, 
dg | Fi x (r  ) reduces* v ia  the null-eigenvectors (1 ) and ( 2 ) ,  to the given 
2x2 m atrix. Notice that the action on Œ.. is  a (m u ltip le ) ro ta tio n , 
whence we need only consider trace (dg|t  ) ,  g iving the remaining e n trie s . 
S im ila rly  we deal with entry 7.
For entry 8 we decompose Œ5 = VQ #VQ® V-j 9 V2 where
vo * <z0 * «o-0- — °)» . v0 - <(0... 0,20-i0,0,..,0)> ,
F ix (z )  « V1 = < (0 ,z1 + z2 ,z 1 + i 2 , z3 + z4 , z3 + z4 , 0 , . . . ,0 ) >  , and
v2 1 ‘ <°..............° . * r * 2 -  z r u -  ■
The null-eigenvectors a re , in  th is  coordinate system, fo r
(a) ( 0 , d -| , - p -j , 0 , --------- , 0 )
(b) (0 .................0 ,p3,-p 3 , 0 . . . , 0 )
(7)
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(0 , . . . ,0 ,m o 1,-mp1,(nH-l)p3 ,-(nt+l)p3) . (8)
(7 ) (a ) and (b) reduce d h L  to a 2*2 matrix o f the form
(9)
3h, ah. ah. dh.
Re — + — - Re — - — L




+ — - Re
ah 3 Shj
921 SZ2 « 4
Now, straightforward ca lcu lation gives these





5^ )°1p3 + . . . h .o .t .
*21 * (2 rN, * r ^ )° lp3 + . . . h .o .t .
*22 < ^ 2 * r S )u2 ♦ . . .  h. o .t .
Here h .o .t .  are higher order terms which, given c e r ta in  non-degeneracy 
conditions, are not required to determine the signs o f the eigenvalues.
We have d h L  and dhIrjr equal — - t  re sp e c t iv e ly . A short
0 0 32o az0
ca lcu la tio n , including Taylor expansion about the o r ig in , gives the
signs o f the real parts o f the eigenvalues. For dh I „
1 V2
i t  has the form of the 4*4 m atrix.
notice that
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a b c d
b a d c
e f 9 h
? e h 9
using (8 ) i t i s  pc
( 10)
and that    ossible to reduce (10) to the 3x3 matrix
a + t? b + te c + th
6 - t f a - te a + th where t (m+l)p3 ( i
e + f f  + e 9 + h
ah1 ah1 3h. 3h1 3h1 3h1 3h, 3h1
“ 1 » 2 “ 1 s i2 ” 3 324 s i3 s i4
ah3 3h3 3h,f  « —  -
3h3 3h3 3hj 3h, 3h3
3Z,
” 2 “ 1 » 2 ” 3 » 4 » 3 » 4
computing the above
a - - (n +2)Q13u!fu5 - q3«, - q ^ u ^ u j  - 1 (q4^  ♦ q ^ u ^ u ™ ) 
b * W ^ u J  - q3^  - q15« ^ « ;  - i (q 4Uj ♦ q ^ u ^ u " )  
c = mQ^uIJ’uj ^ p 3 ~ <150i P3 " 7uTu3pl p3 ’  P3 + ^^¡JVJJpjpj)
d = -m Q^uij’u j  ^p ^p 3 -  q5p-|P3 -  q1 7 u!J1U2P-|P3 " i ( q 6 + q ^ i / j V ^ p ^ p j  ( 1 2 )  
e * (m+1)R^3u™u3 ^Pj p 3 • r 3PiP3 " r^ u ^ u ™  p^ j p 3 “ 1 (r^ + r^ u ^ u ™  ^)pjp3 
f  * -(m+1 )R^3u™u3 1p -|P3 - r 3p p^3 “ r^5u™+1u3 ^pjP3 - i  ( r 4+r* ®UjH’'* u3 ^)p p^ 3 
g - - ( .♦ l)R 13u»*1u ^ 1 - r 5u3 - r ^ u ^ u j  - i ( r 6u3 ♦




as in 8 
as in  8 
are now
compute the entries fo r 9 notice th a t the decomposition 
•  VQ ® V1 •  V2 i s  now
» <(0.Z1+22 , i 1« 2 ,2 3-Z4 , i 3- i 4 ,0 ........... 0)>
■ ..............° . W V i 2 . Z 3 « , . i 3 « 4 )>
. The nu ll-vecto rs associated with d h |v 
. For the awkward 4x4 we may reduce to







a -  (n»2)Q13u” u™ - q3u,  » q15u ^ 'u ”  - U q ^ j- q ^ u ^ 'u ” ) 
b - -nQ13^ ;  - q3„ ,  *  q '5u^ u;  .  K q ^ ^ ^ u ^ u ^ )  
c * -nfl 3u™Uj ' p j Pj  - q50 ,p 3 ♦ q ' V ^ p j p j  - 1 (q 6 -q18u"u3 )D)o3 
d ■ mQ 3u" u3 ’ p , p 3 - q5p jp3 t  q '^ i / J p jp j  - 1 (q 6 - q 'Bu™u3 )p ,p 3 (13 )
e ■ - ( - » R ' ^ r ’ p ,» ,  - r V 3 *  - ,5 “ r lu r ' ° i » 3 - t ( - r ' i ur ' i ' ) . , » 3
f  .  («♦ l)R13u > - , » ,p 3 - r 3p,p3 .  r ' 5u ^ uJ - ’ „ ,p 3 - K r ^ r ' ^ u f ’ ) » ,» ,
9 ■ ( » D r ’ ^ ' u^ 1 - r5u3 ♦ r ,7 uT*'u"  - 
h .  - ( m - l J R '^ ’ u ^ ' - r 5u3 ♦ r ,7 u ^ 'u;  - 1 (r6 - r ,8 u" * l u*-1)u3 .
The computation fo r 13, 14, 15 and 16 1s s im ila r  to above. We 
may w rite  the iso typ ic  decomposition as I 5 = V1 j  4 ® V2 . t  where






13, 15 0 for
£ =
13, 14
1 for 14, 16 1 for 15, 16
= ^ XU ) and the nu ll-e igenvectors are:




|Vl , j , i
14(a) and (b) reduces dh
and dhI
v2 , j , £
respective ly .
v to the 3*3 matrix
Vl J , i
%
d h 1 9 l* n
( - 1  ) J  — £ ^ 0 , ► < - ! ) *
^ 0
» 0 “ 0 d Z 1 “ 2 3 Z 3 S Z 4
S h i
♦  I H i
S h ,
i  9 h i s h . S h .
2  R e ♦ < - 1  ) J 2  Re — L  ♦ ( - 1 ) *
1
“ 1 3 i 0 s s , S Z 2 s z 3 S Z 4
S h j
3 h 3
2  R e
S h j
♦  ( - 1 ) J  — i 2  Re ♦ ( - 1 ) *
S h j
“ 0 +  a 5 o 9 I 1 S Z 2 S Z 3 “ a
After a l i t t l e  fin ick ing  we reduce dh| 
n = 1 , . . , 4  , where, writing 
3 li, 3h.





( * D J , - Sh3 . , .— i . i 3h1( - 1 ) J - i
sz, SZ2 3 »1 3Z2
’ 3 "»o mo.— and o0 = ___ a ,  - — L we have
'« (m*l)o3 (im 1)„3
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3h0 3h0





11 I T *  V o  




shl 3h1 ah. ah.
3z0
- - r 1 ♦ a .a . , 
320
e 2 ,2 ih l ) " ~ ~  ‘  
3Z1
(-1 )J ¡q * ' 2“’
i 3*1i ah. ah-j
- (- 1)J + a ,a .  
“ 2
(-1 )* ----  + a-a,
324
,(fil ) '  2V i
e<-2
3h ,  . ah_
1 —  - H ) J  - * ♦  a? . e4 ,3  *  e4 ,2
4,4
8h3 t sh3
■ —  -  - 1)*  — i  + a
3 2 ,z3 az4
We content ourselves with giving the trace of th is  m atrix in  Table 11.
For (16) we have the e n t r ie s , row wise,
S o *  4 <-’ >J <pJ « P ^ v ,  *  P^ U qU? .  » ( . , ) *  p ^ ' j j  .  . .  h .o .t .  
(2PN1* ( * ' ) J P4)» o P r ( ‘ , ) J Po1 0 l V Zpi 1» 0 * lV 2P i) »0» l,,3 *• ••♦pI ° uJ u3 " .o . t .
2Pn2°0“ 3 *  2pm2‘>0°3u3+ZpCjCOp3ul ♦ ••• H ) ‘  u0“r ' o0ol h-o t -
2C<ZqN0+<' 1 ,Jq 7,o0°1 + 2qN0oO °lu3+2qN0»0Plu3*<', >J2P i ° 0° l u0 • h .o .t . ]
- 9 0  -
l[(2 q |li « ,3) u,* (2 q J i « ,9 )uou, ’ - ( - l ) Jq Ji V l ^ N , ul V 2('<H1*<<c1U3),,l
. . .  + (-l)*mq^u™Uj + . . . .  + h .o .t .
2[(2qi 2*q5 )» ,o 3* 2 (q i2u3 « lJ i u 1 )o ,P 3 t2 q i2uoO,C3«,q ' 3ulfu5‘ 10 ,0 3  ♦ . .
+ 2mq|^ UQU2 + ••• + h .o .t .
2[ ( 2r Not <-' )1,"7uou3' 1 >p0p3 + 2 rN0P0p3ul +2rN0P0°3u3+ ~^^  >'’ r 01p0p3ul
.♦ ( - l ) ' 2mr]9u,ul]|", p3»0 + . .  ♦ h .o .t
' J r ì , uO‘' l u3 ‘
2C(2r ^ t r 5 )u3 ♦ . . .  + m rj’ u ju ^ " " '  ♦ . .  h .o . t . 3
The entry in  Table 11 considers only the terms necessary to obtain 
the signs of the eigenvalues a t  zero.
The remaining iso typ ic  decompositions
11(b) I 5 - C, •  t 2 » t4 # F lx ( t )  ;
12(a) I5 - C0 •  F 1 x ( I , )  l l j l t , !
(b) t 5 = c0 •  t ,  » <r2 a F ix ( i )  i
17, 18 t9 = I q 9 9 F1x(Zj) where
19 C5 - F 1 x ( I)  (  t2 •  C3
20 t5 = F ix ( I )  9 t2 •  I 4 .
Again notice that dhI commutes with a (m u ltip le ) ro tation and the
remaining computations are stra ightforw ard .
CHAPTER 3.
Mode Interactions in  the Taylor-Couette system.
53.0. The Taylor-Couette System.
A natural context in  which to se t the discussions o f the proceeding 
sections is  the Taylor-Couette system. This experiment concerns the 
flu id  flow between two concentric , independently ro tating  cylinders.
Many experimental s tud ies  have been made c . f .  Andereck, Liu and 
Swinney (1986) fo r a recent investigatio n , and much theoretical ana lys is  
has been done on the Navier-Stokes equations governing th is  system. What 
concerns us here is  a q u a lita t iv e  description o f some o f the many planforms 
occurring in the flo w , based on the existence of (near) symmetry in  the 
system.
The Euclidean invarian ce  of the Navier-Stokes equations is  well known, 
however, the group o f r ig id  motions is  non-compact and therefore not 
amenable to the a n a ly s is  discussed here. The standard way to resolve 
th is  problem is  to impose, so ca lled , periodic boundary conditions 
resu lting  in a compact group of symmetries. The d e ta ils  have been dealt 
with recently by a number o f authors c . f .  Langford e t a l (1987), 
Golubitsky and Langford (1987), Chossat, Demay and Iooss (1987) and 
fo r an analogous approach in the context o f the Rayleigh-Bénard problem 
c . f .  Buzano and Go lubitsky (1983) and Sattinger (1978). We outline  the
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The assumption o f periodic boundary conditions i s  motivated by 
two considerations, both pragmatic in  nature. The f i r s t  is  that the 
assumption of any 'r e a l i s t i c '  end boundary conditions re su lts  in  not 
(even) being able to obtain an an a ly tic  formula fo r the basic steady- 
s ta te , Couette flo w . Although i t  i s  possible to integrate the Navier- 
Stokes equations num erically c . f .  C l if fe  and Spence (1985), th is  
gives no fu rthe r in s ig h t  regarding the method o f pattern selection . 
Secondly, the primary steady-state b ifu rcation  o f f  Couette flow is  the 
so called  Taylor v o rte x ,  c . f .  Tay lo r (1923), which exh ib its  (near) 
axia l p e rio d ic ity . For pictures o f the above flows and those to be 
discussed, see F igures 1-15, §3 .1 . The period of the Taylor vortex is
set a t 2ir/a (a i s  the wavenumber) and there are a t le a s t two methods 
in the lite ra tu re  fo r  determining a - we discuss th is  below.
The basic consequence of the assumption o f a x ia l p erio d ic ity  is  the 
introduction o f 0 (2 ) symmetry in to the problem. Since ax ia l p e rio d ic ity  
means ax ia l tran s la t io n s  are id e n tif ie d  mod 2n/a and as the Navier-Stokes 
equations and Couette flow are in va rian t under these tran sla tion s as well 
as a f l ip  (o r re f le c t io n )  about the midplane, we generate the group 0 (2 ) .
A second consequence of the assumption o f a x ia l p erio d ic ity  i s  that 
study of the Navier-Stokes p artia l d iffe re n tia l equations is  reduced to 
an ordinary d if fe re n t ia l  eigenvalue problem c . f .  Langford et al (1987).
In p a rticu la r the study takes place on the centre manifold reduced kernel 
of the l in e a riz a t io n  o f the Navier-Stokes equations about Couette flow. 
Referring to th is  kernel as ker L and the fu l l  Navier-Stokes equations 
with boundary conditions as * * 0 we have the fo llow ing :
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( I )  s in ce  * commutes with the action o f 0 (2 ) we have the usual 
equivariance condition
* ( y x ) - Y *(x) V Y < 0 (2 ) (1 )
and re c a llin g  the observations in  §0.0 we expect, i f  0 (2 ) symmetry is  
to be broken, to consider double eigenvalues corresponding to flow patterns;
( I I )  th at ker L is  in v a rian t under the action  of 0 (2 ) and i s ,  of 
course, the d ire c t sum o f the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues 
under consideration.
Before describing fu rth e r ker L appropriate fo r a study o f steady- 
state/Hopf/Hopf mode in te rac tio n  we b r ie f ly  d iscuss the method fo r selecting 
the wavenumber a of the primary in s ta b i l it y
As mentioned above there are a t le a s t two methods in  the lite ra tu re  
fo r determining a , both providing re su lts  in  close agreement with each 
other and experiment. The f i r s t ,  due to T a y lo r , treats a as a continuous 
variab le  and allows the in s ta b i l it y  to vo rt ice s  to determine a c r i t ic a l  
wavenumber oc which is  then fixed . The second used by Chossat, Demay, 
Iooss (1987) is  to choose an ax ia l length h and ignoring the end 
boundary e ffe c ts  to pick only a s . t .  a = 2irk/h , k c Z . Although 
e ith e r method would su ff ic e  fo r the q u a lita t iv e  approach presented here 
we have in  mind the la t t e r .
In  order that ker L be invarian t under the action o f 0 (2 ) x T^  
discussed in  §0.2  we consider a s lig h t ly  d if fe re n t  in te rp retation o f the 
ymnetries o f the system than is  current in  the l ite ra tu re . B r ie f ly ,  
hen (o n ly) a two-mode in te rac tio n  is  considered the fa c t that the system
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has a natural azimuthal symmetry, id e n tif ia b le  with S0(2) in  terms 
o f the action on eigenfunctions corresponding to a Hopf mode, gives 
a symmetry extra to the 0(2 ) already considered. In the case o f a 
steady-state/Hopf in te rac tio n , c . f .  Golubitsky and Stewart (1986), 
the symmetry group is  0(2 ) * S0(2) x s 1 . However, i t  is  possible 
to id e n t ify  with S0(2) in  a natural way without losing  any 
inform ation conveyed by the S0(2) symmetry. Unfortunately when two 
Hopf modes are present an id e n tif ica tio n  o f the above type means the 
SO(2 ) symmetry is  rea lized  as a subgroup o f T2 ,  at lea st on the fu ll 
space. We begin by asking what the 0(2 ) x T2 symmetry can t e l l  us, a 
question which, o f course, has been addressed in  e a r lie r  sec tio n s. We then 
ask what additional information the natural azimuthal symmetry provides.
A primary Hopf in s ta b i l it y  is  the s p i r a l , see Appendices 1 and 2 
fo r computer generated and experimental p ic tu re s . C learly  the s p ira ls  have 
d if fe re n t  symmetries. E ith e r one can th ink o f identify ing  s p ira ls  by 
azimuthal rotation or one can move from one sp ira l to another by axia l 
t ra n s la t io n ; i t  is  the la t te r  that we begin w ith . We think o f m sp ira ls  
m the azimuthal wavenumber - occurring in  the ax ia l height o f one vortex 
p a ir  and id e n tify  s p ira ls  by a x ia l tran s la t io n . The azimuthal symmetry is  
introduced in §3 .1 .
P r im a rily  we study the interaction o f a (steady-state) vortex with 
two (Hopf) s p ir a ls , the f i r s t  having twice the Ditch of the second and 
such th a t one sp ira l f i t s  into a vortex p a ir . I t  is  important to note 
that there  e x ists  the o o s s ib il ity  of another primary Hopf in s t a b i l i t y ,
-9 5  -
so-called  ribbons. This corresponds to the standing wave found in 
the 0(2 ) Hopf analysis o f Golubitsky and Stewart (1985) and the 
symmetries of th is  are discussed in  §3 .1 .
With the above in  mind the ten-dimensional kernel i s  spanned by 
eigenfunctions o f the form
U (r)e1az .  
Utr)e~ioz .
.  iaz±i<Jj. t+i$ „ i  2az±iiJ/9t+ i2#
V(r)e  1 ,  W(r)e z
-iaz± l> , t+i$ .  - i 2az±i>9t+ i2<i>
(<V(r))e 1 , (ieW(r))e z
( 2 )
where k is  the f l ip  acting by z - z . Combining th is  with 
tran sla tion s in  the axia l d irec tio n  z generates an 0 (2 ) action .
The vectors U ( r ) , ---- ,W (r) are u n it  vectors in  the rad ia l d irection
and • ij<2 are ra tio n a lly  independent eigenvalues. The rotational 
symmetry, S0(2) ,  is  given by the dependence on the planar angle $ .
For fu rther discussion of the above notation, from d iffe re n t perspectives, 
see Iooss (1986) and Langford et al (1987).
Writing the above eigenfunctions as zQ,z ^ , . . .  z4 ,  where z ^ , . . ,z 4 
correspond to the positive  eigenvalues and <i>2 re sp e ctive ly , we 
o b ta in , a fte r some sca lin g , the action given in Table 5 §2.1 for
(t ,m ,n ) * (1 ,1 ,2 ) . Before considering in deta il the re lationsh ip  
between symmetry and the observed flo w s , we give some motivation fo r the 
study of th is  highly degenerate codimension 3 phenomenon.
The basic motivation a rises  from numerous studies already performed. 
See Figure 1 below for experimental re su lts  o f Andereck e t a l . I t  is  
a common feature of recent studies that numerous b ic r i t ic a l  points e x is t
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fo r azimuthal wave numbers m = 0 and m = 1 ,2. . .  or m = 1 and
m = 2 , 3 ----  see Figure 2 below. Near-t r ic r i t i c a l  points also
are possible: again see Figure 2 - and i t  i s  the t r ic r i t i c a l  points 
that are o f in te rest here. Studies o f the b ic r it ic a l  points have been 
made for m * 0,1 Golubitsky and Stewart (1986) and fo r  m = n ,  n + 1 , 
Chossat, Demay and loss (1986). In the jargon o f catastrophe theory 
we consider a possible 'organising centre ' for these phenomena. The 
concept o f an organising centre is  well known. B r ie f ly ,  from a geometrical 
standpoint, i f  G and G' are two f in i te  codimensional b ifu rcation  problems 
we say the normal form o f G is  an organising centre fo r G' i f  the 
universal unfolding of G con ta in s, as a subdiagram, the b ifurcation 
diagram of G' .
I t  fo llows that the d ire c t sum of the three eigenspaces associated 
with the three modes gives one possible organising centre fo r the t r ic r i t i c a l  
point. Since the d irec t sum of these eigenspaces 1s the kernel o f the 
linearised  system we re fe r to th is  organising centre as the ten-dimensional 
kernel.
The main point to note from the above studies are th at i f  the three 
modes are to in te rac t they w i l l  do so in  the counter-rotating case. We 
therefore expect our an a lys is  to apply only to th is  s itu a tio n . However, 
in  the unfolding we find  the codimension two points which may organise 
behaviour in  the co-rotating case and we therefore id e n tify  the flows with 
th e ir symmetries, th is  is  o f course as expected.
F in a lly , note that the t r ic r i t i c a l  point has not been observed in 
experiments, the high degree o f degeneracy making i t s  observation u n lik e ly . 
This does not, of course, nreclude i t s  consideration as a hidden organising
centre .
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F ig . 1 .
F ig . 2 .
(Langford e t al 1987)
where Rj and Rg are the Reynolds number proportional 
to the inner and outer cy lin de r v e lo c it ie s . •
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§3.1 The ten-dimensional kernel : flows and symmetries.
Experiment reveals a rich  varie ty  o f flows in the pre-chaotic 
Taylor-Couette system. In th is  section we bring together the ana lys is  
of 52.1 and experimental observations in  order to detail the symmetries 
associated with the flow types.
The fu ll  symmetry group fo r the ten-dimensional kernel is  
0(2 ) * S0(2) * T2 . I t  i s  therefore necessary to take into account 
the S0(2) azimuthal symmetry when in te rp retating  the re su lts . In  fact 
the presence o f the S0(2) symmetry has the following important con­
sequence:
Lenma_L Let u (t )  be a periodic so lution in  ker L ;  then RQu (t )  = u(t+e) 
where RQ is  a rotation through e .
Note: This is  an extension o f the re su lt  given in Golubitsky and Stewart
(1985) which states that a l l  periodic solutions in  the six-dimensional 
kernel - the organising centre for the steady-state/Hopf mode in te raction  - 
are rotating waves.
Proof. Recall that the ten-dimensional kernel i s  iden tified  with
ker L « C ® t 2 » t 2 . ( 1 )
where T2 acts t r i v ia l l y  on S , the steady-state kernel and acts by phase 
s h i f t  on each o f the Hopf kernels.
Now T2 commutes with 0(2) * S0(2) and in p articu la r the actions 
of 0 (2 ) x S0(2) and T2 commute on I 2 ® I 2 . Using the notation of
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Table 5, §2 .1 , we see that and S ^ ^ )  are m ultiples of
the S0(2) action re stric ted  to e ith e r  C2 . □
Writing
A# -  { ( e , - e , 0 )  c S 0 (2 ) x T2 )
2 (2)Ab -  { ( e , 0 , - 2 e )  « s o ( 2 ) x T*>
as the subgroups a r is in g  from the id e n tif ic a t io n  and Tables 11 and 12 
d eta il the symmetries o f the f lu id  s ta te s  and the b ifu rcation  la t t ic e .
The experimental p ictures featured in  Appendix 2 give examples 
o f the flow types. We see there how c lo se ly  the predicted symmetries 
are followed. The primary sta tionary flow a Taylor vortex is  invarian t 
under the a x ia l f l i p  and azimuthal ro ta t io n , of course Dhotographs are 
not able to reveal the time independence. The sp ira l vortex or 0(2)
Hopf rotating wave d isp lays the symmetry expected. I t  i s ,  o f course, 
an ax ia l ro tating  wave as seen above but we also see the h e lic a l structure 
means that the consequences of a x ia l tran sla tio n  can be obtained by 
rotating the c y lin d e rs . The 0(2) Hopf standing wave so lu tio n s , or 
so ca lled  ribbons, correspond to a pattern invarian t under the axia l 
f l i p  but un like the s p ir a l ,  i t s  time evolution is  not given by a x ia l 
tran sla tio n . Although i t  i s  believed , a t the time o f w r it in g , that 
prelim inary experimental evidence o f Tagg indicates the existence of 
these so lu tions, no re su lts  have yet been published. For the secondary 
b ifurcations we see th at : type 4 branches are axia l ro tating  waves 
that are in va rian t under the f l ip  and so are id e n tif iab le  with the
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twisted vo rtex ; type 5 branches are a h a lf  period out o f phase 
when flipped in  the axia l d irection and are ide n tif iab le  with wavy 
vo rt ice s . The te rt ia ry  s ta te s , which correspond to 2 or 3-torus 
flows are not a l l  branches in  the iso tropy la t t ic e . However, they 
can be predicted from the model. In computing the Floquet exponents, 
in  53.2 , along a branch we expect to see the exponents cross the imaginary 
a x is . Application of the Socher-Neimark b ifurcation theorem ( c . f .  Marsden 
and McCracken [1976]) leads to fu rthe r modulated or quasi-periodic flow s. 
In th is  context type 12 branches are only tentative ly  described as wavy 
s p ira ls . Recall from §2 that such so lutions would be seen to e x is t  only 
when ce rta in  non-degeneracy conditions (§3 .2 ) are v io la ted . However, 
wavy sp ira ls  may bifurcate from s p ira ls  as exponents cross the imaginary 
a x is . S im ila r ly  modulated wavy v o rt ic e s , a flow not shown in Appendix 2 , 
may be predicted in th is  fashion. The two torus flows in va rian t under 
the double-twisted c ir c le  groups are id e n tif ie d  with interpenetrating 
s p ira ls .
Experiment now c le a rly  shows the in f in ite  cylinder approach to have 
shortcomings, however i t  is  s t i l l  remarkable that the middle zone o f the 
cylinders s t i l l  re fle c ts  the symmetry assumptions. The pattern formations 
fo r other solution types are depicted in  Appendix 1.
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TABLE 11
ISOTROPY SUBGROUPS OBSERVED AND POSSIBLE FLUID STATES
STATE ISOTROPY SUBGROUP
0 . Couette flow 0(2) » S0(2) « T2
1 . Taylo r vortices (T .V .) 2^ x SO( 2 ) x T2
2(a) S p ira ls < V S ( l . - l .O )  X « S(O .O .l)
(b) S p ira ls ( s 2 ) S ( ) ,0 .- 2 )  x 4|) « S (0 ,1 .0)
3(a) Ribbons (R ,) 2 ^  x Z ( , , , , 0 )  « x S (0 ,0 ,1 )
(b) Ribbons (1*2) E x “ x ¿ b x S (O .l.O )
4(a) Twisted Taylor vortices (T .T .V , ) 2^ « aa x S (0 ,0 ,1 )
(b) Twisted Taylor vortices (T .T .V j ) Z ,  * 4b -  S (0 .1 ,0 )
5(a) Wavy vortices (W.V,) 2 ,  ( 0 . . . 0 )  « 4a x S (0 ,0 .I )
(b) Wavy vortices (W.v2) 2^ (0 ,0 ,* )  x 4b x S (0 ,1 ,0 )
6 . Superimposed sp ira ls ( S .P .S ,) S O .-1 .-2 )
7. Interpenetrating sp ira ls ( I .P .S 2) S O .-1 ,2 )
8 . Superimposed ribbons (S .P .R .) 2 ^
9. Interpenetrating ribbons ( I .P .R . ) 2 < (0 , 0 , * )  * Z ( * , it, 2it)
12(a) Wavy s p ira ls (W .S.) 2 (w .* .0 )  x x S (0 ,0 ,1 )
(b) Wavy s p ira ls (H .S .) 2 ( j .O .* )  X Ab x S (0 ,1 ,0 )
13. Unknown n K
14. 2 , ( 0 . * . 0 )
15. 2 ^ 0 . 0 ,* )
2 , ( 0 . * . * )
18. Wavy interpenetrating s p ira ls  Z (5 > i,* )
(M .I .S ,)  2 ?




53.2 B ifurcation sequences in the ten-dimensional kernel.
As might be expected there are many possib le sequences of 
b ifurcations leading from steady-states to three-torus flows. R eca ll, 
from §2 . 0 ,  that we model a three mode in te raction  by introducing 
unfolding parameters (a ,B ) . In p a rticu la r we replace , r^
( in  the equivariant normal form) by a + q1 ,  6 + r^  respective ly . 
See F ig . 1.
F ig . 1. Schematic o f the primary b ifurcations in  the unfolded system
In Table 13 we l i s t  41 non-degeneracy conditions (and 9 
sim p lify ing  conditions * ) ;  with the caveat that there e x is t  p artia l 
conditions d istinguishing d iffe rent 3-torus flo w s , an 0(2) x S0(2) x T2- 




<’ > p ;0 (12 ,) r XqN,*q xr N,
(2) p’ (13) l ’x ^ - V r X V )
<31> "1, (14) 2qN2 * I 5
*32 ' r N2 (15) (2, J , * q3) ( 2r i 2* r5 ) - ( 2r ’ ]
<41> "1 ( 2ql 2*
< V  r\ (16) ’•'x(2ql 1*q 3 ) - qI ( 2'- l1*'-3)
( S , ) ^ « , 3) ( 1 7 ) 43
(52) ( 2 r^ + r 3 ) (172) r 5
( 6 f ) (qJo±q7)(2pJi ±p4 ) -p ’ (){2q’ ] +q3) <18i > pi ,
<62> 2pl 2r i 0- pl 0 <2i' l 2*'-5 >
(19) r xpN2 - pxr N2
1 1  7 1 1
<7Î> <p 10« .7)p W p ’ o
(20) "I<r N1t r  >-r W l
pXr N0"pN0r ' * (2 1 ,) pW 2-qI pN2
<8Î> <2pl 1lp 4 >qr i 2‘' l , * q3>pl
i l l  i
*<212) px (qN2*q3 ) _pN2qx
(«2) 2pW 2-pI<2'N2*r  >
<9 > " J .
*(22*) 2pi 2 (q ;oXq7) - ( 2q l2*q5 )pi
Z
> 1 1  1 1 * (2 3 ,) pi ,n ° , )  pxr N2' r xqN2
*(232) PN,
( 102> qXr N2- r x(qN2«< > "2
1 1  1 1
< " l >  ql 1'- i2- qi 2'- i1
(24)
q‘ W »
< "2>  ql 1( '- l2+'-3) - ( qi 2*<'5 l '- i 1 *(25) r "l
*(26*) pl ( 2pJ ,* '-3) - ' 'J ( 2pi 1tp 4 )
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TABLE 13 ( c t d . )
where M.. = M\ith column




2pJo* ( - l ) J p4 2pj
*2
«1 > V
;! * 2r l  . r 3 N1 2r !  . r 5 2
where N. = N\ith column
s . t .  N = '« I -1 , " I ,
' l  ^ r ln2
r l  +r5n2
r !  r N, r N +r  ^2 r Nn2 j
Notes : (1 ) I t  is  c le a r  that there e x is t  a number of re la tio ns between the 
above conditions. However, to keep the notation simple we introduce non­
degeneracy conditions when i t  is  'leg itim ate ' to do so . i . e .  i f  on a 
p a rt ic u la r branch a combination o f co e ff ic ie n ts  are required to be non-zero 
fo r existence or s t a b i l i t y  then that combination is  the given non-degeneracy 
condition.
(2 ) In the cases *  the conditions are not s t r i c t l y  necessary.






( b )  A 
3(a) A 




a ( 3 , )
‘ (4,) ( V
_ _ 8 (3 2 )
(42) (42)
a .  (51>
'(4 , ) (4,)
.  J L
_ (5 2 )
(42) (42)
(« * )
«  -  —  u, 4 (b ) (1 )A » ' 6 -  —  u ,
) (7 , )  1 5 (b ) (72) (72) 3
( 8 > ,  - (7f)u0 8 (2 ) -  (8 2 ) u3 - (7 2 ) uq
6 . C-a(32 )+ e(91 ) - ( l l 1 )u1 : , ( 4 , )B - (« z )d • (1 2 )u 1-(1 0 1 )u3
7. » _ 1 
" (1° 2>
[ - a (3 2 )+ f l( (1 4 )- (9 )- ( l l2 ) l i ,  (4 , )S - (4 2 )a ( 1 2 ) U, - ( 1 0 2 ) u4
8'9 x ’ M3 . c‘ “ ( 52)+* (1 4 )- ( 'S )u1J , (41)s - (4 2)a = (16 )u ,-(13)u3
12(a) ♦ (b )*  Ruled out by (1 7 ,) and (172) .
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TABLE 14 ( c t d . )
“ (72) - 6(7^) ■ A^u, + A^Uj
c (82 ) ♦ BC(2)(102) + 2 (2 1 ,) ]  » A^ Ug + A^u,
18. » • J -  C(o(S2) - 6 ( l« ) ) (1 7 z ) - B ,u , l
B2
0 - -(172) ( . ( 4 2) + 6 (4 ,) )  - B3u, - B2u3 
0 - (172) ( . ( 4 2) - 6 (4 ,) )  - B„u, - B2u,  .
As remarked in  §1.1 we again have the p o s s ib ility  o f a degenerate 
toral b ifu rcation  occurring i f  q^(0 ) = 0 or r^(0) = 0 .
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TABLE 15.
Signs o f real parts of eigenvalues.
0 . (2)X C 23, “ +(4^ )X .  [ « .  s+(42 )l [4 ) .
li >
(7 ,)
l .  o n ) , . (1 ) C l ) ,  o + u0C2,2] . B+ —
(2 ) (2)
(2) (18, )  (4? ) (12)
2(a)  O H ) .  (3 , )  C l ) .  ( 1 7 ,)  [ 2 ] ,  -  —  a ♦ — u, [ 2 ] ,  6- — a - —  u. [2]
l à . \ ia .\  ' ià . \  ia . \  '
< V (4 , )  ' (4 ,) (4 ,)  '
<«,) (20)
6 - —  o ♦ —  u. [23 
(4 , ) (4'j ) 1
(2 ) (19) (4 .) <10. )
(b) o m , (32) [ 1 ] ,  (172)C23. •■ -  B +
(42)
—  U ,[ 2 ) , . a-
(42) T ■ —  B -(42) —  u , [2 ) (42) 3
(4 . )  (10 .)
—  6 - - i  u- [23 
(42 ) (42) 3
(2 ) (8 Î) (42) (16)
3(a) OC 2D. - ( 3 , )  [ 1 ] ,  ( 5 , )  [1 1 . ---- a + —  U , [ l , l ) , B- —  a - —  u, [4 }
(4 ,) (4 ,)  ' (4 ,) (4 ,)  1
(2) ( 82 ) (4 .) (13)
(b) OC 2D. - (3 2) [13 . (S2) [1 3 . - —  B + —  u ,[2 3 , a - - L b - —  u , [4 ]
(«2> (* 2) (42) (42) 3
4(a) 0C2) .  ï { a > -  ( l )u „  *  <5,)u, .  »<•> ■ - ( 6 } ) V
(a ) ( (< ) - (« , ' )
’ )u , - 4 ( (14) - 2 (9 ))U q 0 (a)■2 v - v ' v
(4, )
.  D2
(a) (72>E 8 • B - a+ . . . , [43
<7T>
(b ) 0 2 .  T<b) = (1 )u0 + (5 2 ) u3 .  -  - (6 2 ) u0u3
4 6 ) - -(172) .  D<b>
E<b> - a .  <” >„
<72)
♦ . . . .  C4]
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TABLE 15 ( c t d .)
5 (a) 012), Trace * Tja) Del = -(S ,> u0ul 
Trace = -2 (1 7 ,)u, ♦ ( (8 * )- (8 - ) ) / (4 ,)u , *  4 ( (14)-2 (9 ) )u0
E<*> -  a -
(7 2)
--- O + . . . .
7Ï
[4 ] . . .
(b) 0 1 2 ], T<b>, Djb | T<b >, -0<b > _ (b ) <24>Ev '  = a + — ß +
(72)
6.  0C2],  - J— « 1 9 M 2 1 , ) 8  ♦ <-(2)(11, )+(23, )( 10, )+(23 .)(  12))u. ) [2 ]
( 10-| ) 1 1 1 c '
( 20)—(12 )
♦ (1 7e )u , ♦ ( (1 4 ) -2 (9 ) )u ,  [23, + ( -----------  )u, + (1 7 ,)u , [2 ]
(4 ,)  1 2 3
Trace = (3 ,) u ,  ♦ (32)u2 , Det -  ( l l , ) u ,u 3
7. 0E2], - i  ((1 9 )» -(2 1 2 )s ♦ ( -(2 )(1 1 2 )* (2 3 ,)(1 0 ,)+ (2 3 -)(1 2 )) u1 E2]
(102) C C I C C .  I
(1 7 ,)u r (1 4 )-2 (9 ,) )u 4 [2 ] ,  ( ( 1^ ) - ( 2 ° ) ) U, ♦ (172 )u4 [2]
( , 1>
Trace = (31)u 1 + (32)u2 Det * ( l l 2)ul u4
8 . 0C3], E* - - l - t ( 8 2)ae(12)(14)-2(232) (4 ,) ) s * ( (5 2)(8 ;)r (1 4 )(2 6 î ) ♦
'  31 t  2(232) (1 6 )u ,)
T-j = Trace = (5-j )u-| + (52)u3 D1 = Det » (15)u jU3 
T2 ■ Trace = -2C3 q13u^Uj + q3u^  + 2 r*3u* + r^u3 + . . ]
9. 0 ( 3 ) ,  E, T ,, 0 , ,  T3 = 213 q,3 u ,u3 -  q3u, t  2 rU uf -  r5u3 ♦ . . . ]
Note: Refer to Table 10 §2.3 fo r remaining eigenvalues.
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Obtaining the non-degeneracy conditions necessary fo r the given 
branching equations is  a straightforward application o f the Im p lic it 
function theorem. We compute the conditions fo r solution types 13, 14, 
15 and 16, the remainder follow in a s im ila r fashion.
The branching equations associated with these solution types are
Writing equation ( J )  as T^Uq. u,  , u3,X ,o , 6) = 0 the im p lic it  function 
theorem guarantees solutions fo r a ,Uq and u^  as functions of
where i  •  i
0 fo r 13, 15
1 fo r 14, 16
i  = {
0 fo r 13, 14
1 fo r 15, 16
and the
invarian t functions are evaluated on
(u „ ,2u, , 2u3,u 2, u | , 2u,u3, ( - l  ) J u0u, , 0 , ( - l  )
See Table 9 (a ) . Expanding to lowest order, we have
-  I l l  -
in  some neighbourhood of the o rig in  i f
det(dTr , ) |  l> 0 ,  det(dT^ i l l  * 0
l e i l d r i  . ) |  A 0 ,  d e t (d lf  . ) |H , u 0 .u 3) | (0) (a.Uq .Uj J | (0)) |  A 0
( 2)
W riting the above as , A^  and A'j resp ective ly  i t  is
straightforward to obtain the en tries in  Table 12.









































Enumeration of a l l  possible b ifurcation sequences aris ing  from 
Table 14, 15 and 16 is  c le a r ly  an absurd ta sk . However, there i s  
fortunately a sense in which i t  is  p o in tless. S ince  we model an 
experimental system we may make a set of "generic" assumptions e ith e r 
with the experimental observations in  mind or by considering the general 
model. We consider three basic sets of assumptions:
I
1) A codimension one symmetry-breaking steady-state mode interacts 
with two codimension two symmetry-breaking Hopf modes.
2) The t r iv ia l  steady-state is  asym ptotica lly stable fo r x << 0 .
3) A stable steady-state e x is ts .
4) E ith e r a) Two stable rotating waves e x is t .
b) Both a stable rotating wave and stable standing 
wave e x is t .
c) Two stable standing waves e x is t .
5) Stable mixed modes, both steady-state/Hopf and Hopf/Hopf, e x is t . 
I t  is  important to re a lise  that the above assumptions do not in s is t  that 
solution types are stab le at the point of b ifu rc a t io n  rather, that they 
either b ifurcate  stably o r become stable by "exchange of s ta b il i t ie s "
with a te rt ia ry  b ifu rcation . For instance, inspection of Table 16 shows 
that rotating waves cannot both bifurcate s ta b ly .
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Before considering the conditions imposed on the non-degeneracy 
conditions by assumptions 1 (a ) , (b) and (c )  some remarks are 1n order.
1. The f i r s t  assumption i s ,  o f course, saying  nothing more than that
we consider the "right" s in g u la rity  w ith the established non-degeneracy 
conditions.
2 . Since the parameter x is  related to the rotation speed o f the 
concentric cylinders - in  the Taylor-Couette system - the second 
assumption is  e a s ily  ju s t if ie d .
3. The model coalesces the three modes and we therefore assume that 
th e ir existence is  preserved in  the un fo ld ing . The expectation is  
to observe an in i t ia l l y  stable branch which loses s ta b il i t y  to a
mixed mode so lu tion . Assumptions 4 a ), b) and c) are p a r t ia lly  motivated 
by the two-mode steady-state/Hopf problem where 1t has been seen that 
the s t a b il i t ie s  o f the rotating and standing wave solutions are mutually 
exclusive (a t  lea s t 1n the codimension two problem).
Let us assume fu rther that solution types S1 and R1 may b ifu rcate  
stab ly before and R£ thus forcing
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Combining the assumptions with Table 16 we have:
(V
Table 17 ( e > —  a )
< v
2) (2) < 0 . ( « , )  < o .  (4 2 ) < 0 ; 3) 0 ) > 0
4 ) . ) (3,) > 0 ,. 0 2 , )  .  0 ; b) (3,) « 0 (5,) > 0 ;I c )  (3,) < 0 ; (5,) > 0
(32) > 0 ,. 022) > 0 (32) > 0 (172> > 0 (32> < 0 . (S2) > 0
.-(7 *) .  0 , s (7 2 ) > 0 , a . (18<|) < 0 , (12) < 0 ,, (20) > 0 , 6(19) < 0 ,
0 0 , )  > o . (102 ) > 0 , « . (8 f )  < 0 , 0 6 )  < 0 ,. B (82 ) < 0 , (13) > 0 ,
(6 f)  < 0 . (62) < 0 , (1 1 ,)  > 0 .  (112) > 0 , (15) > 0 .
I t  is  c le a r that we could l i s t  many more conditions. The above, however, 
are s u ff ic ie n t  to provide the sequences sketched below.
In the diagrams a broken lin e  in d ica te s  an unstable so lu tio n , an 
unbroken lin e  a stable solution and four c ir c le s  a toral b ifu rca tio n .
I t  should be realised  that the b ifu rc a t io n  diagrams in  no sense 
form a complete s e t , not even w ith in the conditions imposed above. In 
any given context where i t  has been p ossib le  to give the co e ffic ien ts  
values v ia  some numerical analysis - here i t  should be noted that the 
Taylor-Couette system provides an i l lu s t r a t io n  of such a context but 
the ana lys is  o f §3.2 w ill be applicable to any system where 0(2 ) x T^  
symmetry i s  present^ Table 16 deta ils  a l l  conditions fo r s ta b il i t ie s  
and fu rther to ral b ifurcations down to so lu tio n  type 9. Obviously the 
s t a b il i t ie s  o f the 3-torus flows given by so lu tion  types 1 3 , . . . . ,  16 
require computation o f eigenvalues o f the appropriate matrices in  §2.3 
Table 10. For th is  reason, although we are able to say that solution 
types 1 3 , . . .  16 may bifurcate s ta b ly , by the exchange o f s ta b il i t ie s
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ru le , a conclusion that they remain s tab le  (e .g . F ig . 4) is  not 
s t r i c t l y  possible without computation o f  the corresponding eigenvalues. 
Given, however, the exchange o f s t a b i l i t ie s  rule and the hierachy o f 
b ifurcations exhibited in the iso tropy la t t ic e  the assumption has been 
made that a set o f coeffic ien ts and a parameter window e x is t  to allow 
th is behaviour.
Given the above the b ifu rcation  diagrams are intended as 
representations and consequently assume further t r iv ia l  conditions 
not based on any modelling assumptions allowing us to order b ifu rca tio n s . 
These are eas ily  extracted from Table 16 , fo r instance fo r F ig . 1 
we assume xf < , X4 < xg ,  X? < xg .
Two points that are c le a rly  brought out by the b ifu rcation  diagrams:
1) D ifferent solution types can be stable fo r the same 
parameter values.
2) Solution types need not n e cessa rily  be obtained by smooth 
exchange from Couette flow .
Point 1 w i l l ,  of course, be dependent on the values o f co e ff ic ie n ts .
In F ig . 3 , to which point 2 ap p lies , i t  i s  apparent that s p ira ls  can be 
approached via wavy s p ira ls ; a 2-torus flow , or interpenetrating 
sp ira ls  whereas F ig . 1 §3 is  more c lo s e ly  modelled by F ig . 2 . I t  is
possible that the coeffic ien ts fo r the system w ill  not admit such a 
p o s s ib il ity .
F in a lly , 1t is  unfortunate that i t  is  not possible to identify  the 
flow types 1 3 , . . . ,  16. I t  i s ,  however, possible that fu rthe r experiment 
w il l  reveal these flow types. I t  i s  a lso  possible that such flows are 
not rea lisab le  in the Couette system; to e stab lish  th is  would require a 




F ig . 3.




Here we b rin g  together two types o f pattern p ic tu re , the dotted 
lin e  p ic tu re  represents the flow and the shaded p ictu res the ve loc ity  
vector f i e ld .  The programs generated the pictures are given at the 
end o f the appendix. The program generates the two p ictu re  types 
with reference to the eigenfunctions o f the ten dimensional kernel, 
fix in g  the rad ia l vector as constant and choosing (z Q,z 1 ,z 2 ,z 3 ,z 4) e t 5 
according to the fixed point subspace corresponding to the isotropy 
subgroup o f  the pattern.
For each pattern a 3*3 c e ll is  used which, o f course, gives 3 
periods in  each d irection . For pattern types 6etseq . four p ictures 
are g iven, o f  the shaded v a r ie ty , which indicates the time evolution 
o f these 2 and 3-torus flo w s. Recall that a l l  the time periodic 
solutions corresponding to symmetry groups higher up the isotropy 
la t t ic e  are a x ia l rotating waves and therefore nothing new would be 
revealed by s im ila r  p ic tu res .
The symmetries of the solution types are p erfec tly  revealed by 
th is  method. We see; the diagonal ro tation of solution types 6 and 7 ; 
the modulation o f solution types 8 and e t s e q ., along with a l l  the axia l 
f l ip s  and phase differences predicted as the symmetries.
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1: T ay lo r Vortices
2a : Sp ira l Vortices 1






0 » 0 i 1+Oi 1+Oi 0 * 0 i 0 * 0 i
3b: Ribbons 2
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4b: Twisted Vortices 2
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4a: Tw isted  Vortices 1
1 ♦Oi .6 * 0 i  .6  + 0 i O + Oi 0 * 0 i t = 0
4b: Tw isted Vortices 2 
l* O i O^Oi 0 * 0 i .6 *O t .6 * 0 i t - 0
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5b: Wavy Vortices 2
1*01 0* 0 i 0*0 i .6 * 0 i -.6*0 l t - 0
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5¿ : Wavy V ortices 2
l* O i  O+Oi 0 * 0 i  .6 * 0 i  - .6 * 0 i
6 Superimposed sptrals 
0 *0 t  .5^01 0*01  .7^0l 0*01
7 Interpenetrating sp ira ls 
0 * 0 i .5 * 0 i 0*01 0*01 .,7*01
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6 : Superimposed Sp ira ls
O + Oi .5 * 0 i 0 * 0 i .7 » 0 i 0 * 0 i t ■ 0
7-- Interpenetrating Sp ira ls
0 * 0 i  .5 * 0 i O + Oi 0 * 0 i  .7 * 0 i t -  0
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0: Superimposed Ribbons 











a c c o r d i n g  t o  a x i a l  c o m p o n e n t  z




Experimental pictures courtesy of Harry Swinney and Randy Tagg.
(1) Couette flow ; (2) Taylor v o rt ice s  ;  (3) Sp iral vortices ;
(4) Twisted vortices ; (5) Wavy v o rt ic e s  ; (6) Interpenetrating
s p ir a ls .
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